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Translator's introduction
At present there is no convenient key in English for the identification
of the species of freshwater fish from the East African political region which
includes Kenya, Tanzania and Uganda. Whilst Boulenger (1909-16), Lockley (1949),
Copley (1952 and 1958) and Greenwood (1953-1958 and 1966) give keys on descriptive
data relevent to this fauna, their accounts do not give complete cJverage for the
region. Norman's (c 1944) d:;.'aftsynopsis of the orders, families and genera of
recent fishes unfortunately excludes the Ostariophysi and the Cichlidae, thus does
not cover 12 of the most important families of African freshwater fish. Moreover
.Norman's key employs, for the remaining families and genera, detailed anatomical
'characters which are not oonvenient to use in the field,
Howe":'erDr. Max Poll (1957) of Tervuren has produced two very useful
keys to the families and genera of freshwater fish from Africa, which form an
excellent basis for the specific identification of freshwater fish f~om the East
African region. But, being produced in French, Poll's paper is not a familiar
work of reference to many East African ichthyologists and the purpose of this
translation is to attract attention to the value of Poll's original paper in
French, rather than to provide a complete alternative English language version.
Thus this translation covers only certain extracts from the original text, and
" the keys especially, frequent reference must be made to Poll's (Dllpond's)
(\ gures as well as to the annotations on respective families and genera, Careful
reference must a~'o be made to the ccction on the diagnostic characters of fish
since the accepted definition of certain characters e.g. lateral line scale
counts in cichlids, differs bet,reen English and Continental authorities,
The translator is extremel~ grateful for Dr, Poll's permission to
reproduce this translation for limited circulation, and also for his assistance
in correcting typographical errors and providir-g addi tional data to ',heoriginal
text, which can be obtained from the Head of the Department of Vertebrates,
Musee Royal de l'Afrique Centrale, Tervuren, Belgium at a price of 160 Belgian
francs (surface post).
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INTRODUCTION
The object of this paper is to facilitate the identification cf
the families and genera cf:African freshwater fi.sh known tc date
from the vast zcogeographical Ethicpian region south of the Sahara.
This Ethiopian regicn really stretches ever the whole of Africa with
the exception of North Africa (Morocco, Algeria, Tunisia) whose fauna
has mainly European affinities. (Only the endemic Cichlid genera
from Lake Nyasa cannot be determined from this work. The key for
the identification of these fish can be found in the excellent
monograph by Trewavas~ 1935: "The Cichlid Fishes of Lake Nyasa"
Ann. Mag.Nat.Hist. (10) 1& : 65-118). The keys are convenient and
are designed to simplify the identification as far as possible.
Certain of these. keys are original, while others have been constructed
from the works of several other ichthyologists: Boulenger, Pellegrin,
Regan, Trewavas, Myers, Daget, Greenwood, as well as my own earlier
publications.
The majority of genera already described (but not the sub-genera)
have been taken into ccnsideration and an effort has been made tc
place them on a level with modern nomenclature. The division of
genera is a matter of personal preference and not all genera have the
same importance or the same value. Some genera ncted here may not
survive in the future, as can be judged by the minor importance of
certain diagnostic characters. Nevertheless, no other difficulty
should appear in the use of the keys since they use only simple and
olearly visible external character and are intentionally only a summary
of particular characters, such as skeletal forms which are usually
more satisfactcry indicators in the ccnsideration of generic differences
amcngst vertebrates. On the other hand, certain genera ~uch as Barbus)
are clearly heterogeneous and have already been divided into several -
sub-genera. No account has been taken of them here, not because
they are unjustified, but because of the laok of clarity and uniformity
which has typified these sub-divisions to date.
Al though it is possible to simplify the identification cf famil ies
and genera, identification at a specific level is a much mere complicated
procedure, (except of course in the case of monotypic genera) and
necessitates recourse to numerous publications and collections for
comparison. In the majority of cases it is impossible to attempt s
specific identification with only the aid of simplified keys and
without the aid of figures or detailed descriptions. Amongst the
monotypic genera which comprise a single speoies, it goes without
saying that the identification of these species results ipso facto
from the identification of the genus to which they bolong.
In the identification keys we will note not only the names of
species belonging to monctypic genera but also those of bi-specific
or tri-specific genera, together with an indication of their general
geographical distribution, wr~ch is usually sufficient to enable
specific identification to be made. The maximum length of the genus
which is often very useful in identification is also noted. These
maximum lengths are only given approximately since the known values
are certainly only approximate themselves.
It is important not tc forget that this study is only ccncerned
wi th the families and genera of froshwa tor fish. However, certain
of them penetrate into brackish waters and although the identification
of these fish is possible, identification will net be possible for
fish, from brackish waters, which are of marine origin.
Al though the habitat of the fauna considered in the keys has been
well defined, the reader should not be surprised to find certain
marine fish whose presence is possible in freshwaters far from the
sea. This is the case amongst the follo>ling fish which are classified,
after Myers, as sporadic inhabitants I..0ffreshwaterij and whose
affinities >lith the marine fauna are ~ndisputable.
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Amongst the Elasmobranchiata the shark Carcharias zambesensis has
been observed in the Zambezi up to 120 miles from the coast, and the
saw-fishes or Pristidae, large specimens of which are caught at Matadi,
are well-known for their ability to penetrate into rivers. There are
also certain unidentified species cf Trygcn. These are net true
freshwater fish but are marine species which migrate occasionally into
fresh waters (including probably Carcharias zambesensis whose specific
iden tity is doubtful since it is really only a marine fish).
The Elopidae (tarpons) must be included in the same category since
they are also euryhaline although only to a slight degree; hardly
penetrating to the limit of brackish waters.
The Salmonidae obviously count either as anadromous or permanent
freshwater species but they are essentially a holarctic (nortllern
hemisphere) family. The European trout Trutta trutta occurs in
Algeria and Morocco and has been established, as has its relative the
American trout Trutta irideus, in various regions of Africa where the
climate, according to altitude or latitude has permitted its introduction.
However, we have not taken into account either the freshwater fauna
north of the Sahara, or any of the introduced species.
Amongst the sub-order Siluri (cat-fish) besides the species
belonging to definite freshwater families, there are some families
whose presence in the rivers or close to river-mouths is either
fortuitous or tho result of a particular euryhaline ability. Such
is the oase of Plotosus anguillaris (Plotosidae).
The Ariidae (= Tachysuridae) are catfish which clearly have a
marine origin, since the majority of the species are uniquely marine.
Certain species occasionally penetrate into brackish waters and river
mouths, but others such as Arius gigas are exclusively freshwater
inhabitants. Thus, this genus must be taken into consideration in
this study.
The Scombresocidae, Centrerchidae, Scorpididae, Sciaenidae,
Pristipomatidae, Sparidae, Carangidae, Bothidae, Atherinidae, Mugilidae,
Polynemidae, Sphyraenidae and Blenniidae will not be considered here
as freshwater fish since their movement intc freshwaters in Africa
is cnly rare and these populations occur only in inland waters near
the coast. They are sometimes of importance in Madagascar and in
some islands of the western Indian Ocean where they are found in
freshwaters, but in Africa they hardly penetrate into the rivers.
In conclusion, we have included in our list of African freshwater
fish only those families \~hich comprise at least one endemic freshwater
species which are dependent upon freshwaters and which do not return
to the sea for reproduction, or, those families which, like the
Anguillidae, possess catadromous representatives which reproduce at
sea after having undergone a long growth period in freshwaters
where their presence is not uncommon.
The African fish fauna does not include any anadromous fishes.
These families, such as the Potromyzontidae, Acipenseridae, Salmonidae
and Clupeidae are confined to the temperate or cold regions of the
globe. It must be concluded that warm and poorly oxygenated freshwaters
do not suit them.
The freshwater fish of Africa belong to thirty-eight families
which are numerically very dissimilar. Certain families comprise a
single genus or even a single species, while others comprise several
dozen genera and even several hundred species.
In all, the freshwater fish fauna of Africa comprises two hundred
and thirty-three different genera.
. .. f ...
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Almost all the genera have been figured from nature or after
various authors particularly Boulenger. His magnificent figures in
"Poissons nouveaux du Congo" which appeared in the Ann. Mus. Congo
have been widely used, and tho Trustees of the British Museum. have
also authorised the reproduction of several figures from his "Catalogue
of Freshwater Fishes of Africa". It is perhaps surprising to IGarn
that certain genora have never beGn figured and that it has not beGn
possible to figure several other genura because of thG lack of any
specimens in our collection. The figures of entire fish have been
supplGmentGd by numerous detailed figurGS which should greatly assist
in the use of the keys.
All the figurGS havu been produced by that excellent artist Dupond
who has lavished all his care and ability upon them.
We should thank our respected and distinguished colleague, Dr.
Trewavas of the British Museum (Natural History) for her kind advice.
We should thank also the editors of this work:
of the "Bulletin Ag.cicole du ConGo Belge" and of the
Congo BeIge", for whom this work has been produced.
The Trustees
"Musee Royal du
In honour of all those who study the fish fauna of African inland
waters.
THE GENERAL GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTIOn OF THE AFRICAN FISH FAUNA
The freshwater fish of Africa north of tho Sahara have not been
taken into consideration in this study which covers the freshwaters
of the remainder of the African continent, called the Ethiopian region.
The fish of North Africa (Morocco, Algeria and Tunisia) show clear
palaeartic, hence European affinities.
In these north African freshwaters occur representatives of the
families: ClupeidaG (Alesa), SalmonidaG (Trutta), Cyprinidae (Barbus,
Varicorhinus, LGuciscu~ = Phoxinellus, Cobitis), Clariidae (Clarias)~
AngouillidaG (Anguilla), Cvorinodontidae (Cyprinodon, Tellia),
Syngna thidae (Sfngna thus), l'luglliuae \~l), Serrani daG (Atherina),
Gasterosteidae Gasterosteus), Blenniidae \13lGnnius).
These are, either palae-arotic families unknown in the African-
Ethiopian region, e.g. Salmonidae and Gasterosteidae, or cosmopolitan
marinG families with species which have adapted to freshwaters, e.g.
Clupeidae, Syngnathidae, Mugilidae, Serranidaej G6biidao, Atherinidae
and Bleniidae, or else freshwater families which are widely distributed
in both Asia and Africa, e.g. Cyprinidae, Clariidae, Cyprinodontidae
and Cichlidae. Certain genera of Cyprinidae and all the gGnora of
Cyprinodontidae arG ciGarly palae-arctic. Only the genera Barbus,
Varicorhinus, Clarias, Hemichromis, Astatotilapia, and Tilapia arG
represGnted in the tropical African Ethiopian region but Barbus and
Clarias are perhaps of European origin.
In the vast Sahara desert fish are not completely absent, even
in the remote central areas, such as Touat, Tassili, Tibesti, Borkou
and Ennedi.
Found there are some representatives of the following families:
Cyprinidae (Labeo, Barbus, Baril ius), Clariidae (Clarias) and
Cichlidae (Tilapia, Astatotilapia).
This implies the permanence of rivers or other water sources,
and the esixtence in the past, perhaps not so long ago, of a hydrographical
system whose fauna had close affinities with the Ethiopian fish fauna.
Amongst all the examples, there is not a single genus of purely palae-
arctic origin still surviving in the desert.
The Ethiopian fish fauna is thus distributed across the whole of
Africa south of North Africa (but including the NilG) but only assumes
• •
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any importance south of the Sahara. It comprises 38 families listed
below in the general table of classes, orders and families: Lllot given
herv
Twelve of these families belong only to Africa: Protopteridae,
Polypteridae, Cromeriidae, Kneriidae, Phractolaemidae, Pantodontidae,
Mormyridae, Gymnarohidae, Citharinidae, Amphiliidae, Mochocidae and
Malapteruridae. Most of these families comprise only a few species
or even only a single species. Only the families l~ormyridae,
Citharinidae and Mochocidae are well represented and their numerous
species are particularly varied in the Congo basin.
Sixteen families have a much wider distribution than Africa: the
Characidae have also some representatives in tropical America and
their abundance on both sides of the Atlantic contrasts with thGir
total absence in other parts of the world, posing a zoogeographical
problem which has not been explained other than" by Wegener's theory
of continental origins. The Osteoglossidae occur in the tropical
regions of all four continents; they are the relics of an earlier more
general distribution. The Notopteridae, Cyprini dc,e, Cobitidae,
Bagridae, Schilbeidae, Clariidae, Synbranchida", Anabantidae,
Osphronemidae, Ophiocephalidae and Mastacembelidae are common to
Africa and Asia (sometimes including Europe). ~'heyprovide evidence
of a considerable faunal exchange during a recent geological pGriod
(the end of the Tertiary), since which the subsequent effects of
isolation have only been feeble. Tho Nandidae, Cichlidae and
Cyprinodontidae are common to the tropics of America, Africa and Asia.
It is probable that their incomplete restriction to freshwaters is the
cause of this wide distribution.
Pinally, ten families are represented in Africa, by immigrants of
a clearly marine ori&in. This is also the cause of their sim1-'ltanoous
presence in numerous widely separated areas. They are the Clupeidae,
Ariidae, Galaxiidae, .Anguillidae, Ophichthyidae, Syngnathidae,
Centropomidae, Eleotridae, Gobiidae and Tetraodontidae.
* * *
The vast area of Ethiopian Africa has already been subdivided
into several zoogeographical regions and sub-regions by Boulenger and
Pellegrin, based on the fact that the distribution of the fish fauna
is far from uniform.
Inter-tropical wost and central Africa is certainly the richest
part of the continent from the point of view of the number of families,
genera and species of fish and the two previous authors have called it,
after Solater the "region megapotamique" from the fact that it is in
this part of the 1l.fricancontinent that most of the large rivers aI'"
found.
Within the limitations given by Pellegrin it comprises several
sub-regions: -
(1) "sub-region megapotamique sus-equi toriale" that is to say all
the major rivers situated north of the equator including the
~,sins of Chad and the Nil".
(2) "sub-region megapotamique equi toriale" to the south of the previous
area, covering the Congo basin (but not Lak" Tanganyika), but
including the Ogooue, Cameroun, and the rivers of Angola.
(3) "sub-region megapotamique sous-eequi torial e II covering the
Zambesi with tho exception of Nyasa and the upper Shire but
including the closed Ngami basin.
(4) "sub-region megalimnique equitoriale" comprising the Great Lakes:
Victoria, Tanganyika and Nyasa.
.. ... /OA'.
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All the rest of Afrioa, to the east of the Nile and the Great Lakes,
to the south of both the Zambesi and the rivers of Angola, is considered
by BoulenlS"erand Pellegrin to be two regions - the "region australe"
and the "region orientale" both possessing a very pcor fish fauna.
The zoogeographical significance cf these regions will be discussed
later and He shall see that these divisions are too superficial.
The "region megapotamique intertropicale" possesses not only the
most varied fish fauna, but al so, without exception, all the endemic
African families: Protopteridae, Polypteridae, Cromeriidae, Kneriidae,
Phractolaemidae, Pantodon tidae, Normyridae, Gynmarchidae, Citharini dae,
l~philiidae, Mochocidae and Malapteruridae. ~lese families are not
necessarily exclusively distributed in this sub-r8gion~ but herG are
diversified to the maximumdegree. Except the CromGriidae and the
Gymnarchidae (which only comprise one or two species), these endemic
African families also have representatives in the Congo basin.
The other Ethiopi'ID families of frGshwatel' fish (but not necessarily
endemic) are al so all present in the "region megapotamique ", wi th the
single exoeption of the Galaxiidae. Certain are ubiquitous families
while others arc very localisedo SevGral families, such as the
Gymnarchidae, Cromeriidae, Osteoglossidae, Cobitidae, Ariidae, Nandidae,
Osphronemidae, Anguillidae, Ophichthyidae, Synbranchidae, Syngnathidae
are completely lacking in the Congo basin.
lh th the excepticn of the first four of these fe.milies they are
all marine forms "hich hav8 adapted to fresh,Jaters. Their absence in
the Congo basin is probably related to the fact that the Im,er part
of the river of this basin, interrupted by rapids, is hardly accessible
to migrants of marine origin. Nevertheless, somo other families of
marine origin: Clupeidae, Eleotridae and Tetraodon tidae have succeedGd
in colonising the central basin of the Congo.
The "region megapotamique" is not uniformly populated and this is
already apparent from what we hav8 just said ooncerning the fish fauna
cf the Congo. Moreover, the Congo basin harbours numerous endemic
genera and species which do not exist at a more northerly lati tud8 in
tropical Africa, and vice-versa. 'rhus,. it appears justifiable to
sub-divide tho "region megapotamiquG" into at least titlO parts: a "zone
sus-equitoriale", and a "zone 61uitoriale" including the Congo basin,
a conclusion reached by Pellegrin in 1927. However, we shall see
that this distinction must be reccnsidered.
* * *
The river basins cf the "zone sus-equitoriale" include the Nile
and the rivers of Wost lifrica as far as thB Niger. It is remarkable
that the Nile, which rms towards the north and which at present does
not possess hydrOGraphical connection with the other basins of the
"sus-6qui torialeH zone which run to the WGst1 has certain faunal
similari ties with thes8 western basins. (;ertainly the nilotic and
western "sus-6qui toriale" faunas are qui te different according to the
number of species, but the simul taneous presence is noted in both
areas of the Osteoglossidae, Cromeriidae, Gymnarchidae, and of g8nera
such as Hy eropisus (MoTmyridae), Siluranodon (Schilbeidae), Clarotes
(Bagridae and Mochocus (Mochocidae), which are all represented by at
least one ident'iC"al species in both areas. These facts, as well as
the presence of several species com~on to the Nile basin and the west
African Ilsus-equi toriale"1 but belonging to some more \videspren.d
African genera, can only be explained by faunal exchanges, which must
have tak8n place at a relatively recent poriod, since the effect of
subsequent geographical separation has not yet shown any resul ta.
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If the dessication of north Africa has now reached a point which
prevents any hydrographical confluence, then we are correct in believing
that intercommunication was possible before the desert reached its
present extent, an event whioh all palaeontologists admit took place
in the recent Pleistocene. The Nile communicated with Chad and the
latter with the Niger. Their faunas prove this beyond doubt and the
resulting faunal exchanges are not very ancient.
On the whole, these exchanges seem to have taken place between
east and west since tropical west Africa remains, despite everything,
rich in species, genera and even families l;hich do not occur in the
Nile basin, e.s' the Polypteridae which are more varied both specifically
and generically in west Africa, and the existffilceof the Phractolaemidae
and Pantodontidae only in west Africa. Amongst cther families, at
both generio and specific levels the nilotic fauna is far less varied.
Al together, the nilotic and niger ian fish faunas differ almost as
much as the nigerian and congolese faunas for example.
These and other facts reduce the importanco of the zoogeographical
frontier which certain authors trace between the basins of the Nile-
Chad-Niger and the Congo.
* * *
The Congo basin does not contain any family which is absent
further north, but contains numerous genera ",hich must be considared
endemic. Amongst these the most characteristic are: Gen,yomyrus
(Mormyridae), Clupeopetersius (Characidae), Mosoborus, Belonopha.o~
nathichth s, Phagoborus (Citharinidae), Le tocypris Cyprinidae)
Gnathobagrus Bagridae), Clariallabes, Channallabes Clariidae),
Teleogramma, Heterochromis, Steatocranus (Cichlidae), etc. In addition,
the numerous endemic species of the Congo basin make up the richest and
most varied fauna of the whole of Africa.
Certain very characteristic faunal elements of the Congo basin are
found in the neighbouring basin of Gabon and particularly the Ogooue:
Protopterus dolloi (Protopteridae), Stomatorhinus, (Mormyridae),
Xenomystus (Notopteridae), Br conaethio s (Characidae), Atopochilus
(Mochocidae), H"mistichodus Citharinidae), etc. These are some
faunal similarities which result from occasional hydrographical
confluences bot>leen the t>lObasin s.
A certain number of faunal types from the fish population of the
Congo are common to the fish fauna of the African "sus-equi toriale" but
only to the western basins such as the Niger, with the exclusion of
the Nile. !Ihis is the case with the Phractolaemidae, the Pantodontidae
and a certain number of genera such as Hepsetus and Bryconaethiops
(Charaoidae), Carra and Chelaethiops (Cyprinidae); the genus
Polypterus, the majority of whose species are western and central,
can also be included. Begarding the Nile it is clear tlmt the
Polypteridae are of >lestern origin.
Such affinities also reduce the distinction often made between
the "sus-equi toriale" and "congolaise equi toriale" sub-region,..
'I'hisis even more true I',hensome affini ties are found between
the fish fauna of the Congo and the Nile; affinities different to
those shown between the Congo basin and the >lest African "sus-equi toriale"
basin. The fish fauna of Katanga and more especially that of the
Upper Lualaba contains, surprisingly, the very typical nilotic species:
Polypterus bichir, Polypterus senegalus (Polypteridae), Ichthyoborus
besse (Citharinidae) and Anabas muriei (Anabantidae), although certain
differences lead one to think that the fauna of Katanga belong to
distinot races. Moreover, in the Lualaba there occurs one species
of Nothobranchius (N. brien~), the only congolese representative of
-.
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the genus which is very closely related tc, if not just a racial
variation of, a nilotic species. Finally, a whole series of fish
are common to Katanga and the Nile but theJ'-spread widely beyond
the limits of Katanga within theCongo basin: Hydrocyon lineatus,
liestes macrolepidotus, Ihcralestes acutidens, Clarias lazera,
Auchenoglanis occidentalis, Heterobranchus longfilis, Schilbe mystus,
MalapteruI~s electricus, Channa obscurus, Lates niloticus, Hemichromis
bimaculatus and Tilapia nilotica. This last species is particularly
interesting from the fact that it is very common in Katanga but hardly
spreads to the central congolese waters. It is known that the fauna
of the katangan Lualaba, differs greatly from the central congolese
fauna by the absence of a number of species which do not penetrate
so high upstream, consequently the faunal patterns of these two parts
of the 'Congo basin are really very different.
It seems paradoxical to conclude from this that the upper Lualaba
has not always formed part of the Congo basin but that it is an ancient
tributary of the Nile. Neverthelese, suoh a thoery has found favour
with oertain geologists, who see at "Les Partes de l'Enfer" the point
of capture of the Luabala by the Congo River, an event following the
volcanic eruptions of Kivu which certainly interrupted the initial
course of the upper Nile.
The fauna of Luapula - Mweru seems.difficult to integrate with
that of the Congo. The Ciohlids, partioularly Tilapia macroor~r,
Serranochromis spp., and Haplochromis moffati indicate a relationship
with the fauna of the Zambesi, but .)e consider that to form a separate
region.
* * *
The coastal basins of Mlgola, the Ngami basin (Okovango River,
Cubango River) and thc Zambesi, are the southern limits of the "region
m6gapotamique 6qui toriale".
This part of Africa is qualitatively very poor but does not form
a truly distinct sub-region (Pellegrin' 8 "region sous-6qui toriale")
because it is geographically heterogeneous.
The Protopteridae only occur in the lower Zambesi basin, while
the Polypteridae, Pantodontidae, Phractolaemidae, Notopteridae,
Centropomidae, Ophiocephalidae, Eleotridae and T8traodontidae have all
disappeared.
Scme other families (Mormyridae, Characidae, Bagridae, Schilbeidae,
Cyprinodontidae) which are very diversified in the Congo, are clearly
reduced. Altogether there is a marked regression of the typical
tropical fish fauna, but on the other hand, the families L;yprinidae
and Cichlidae assume much more importance here.
According to Barnard (1948) the fish fauna of the Ngami basin
(Okovango River) is essentially the same as that of the Zambesi, with
.the result that these two basins seem to have been interconnected at
a recent period. This would justify the view of Pellegrin, who
placed them together under the name "region m6capotamique sous-6qui toriale"
although he placed the coas tal rivers of Angola under the "region
equi toriale". vie prefer to oonsider the latter rivers as belonging
to a separate zone.
* * *
It now remains to consider the region of south Africa and that
of eastern Africa without omitting tho Great Lakes.
South Africa must be divided into a southern region and a cape
regiono
"
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The absence of some families which no longer exist in the Zambesi,
the further disappearance of the Malapteruridae and the Mastacembelidae,
and a very pronounced reduction of tropical elements such as the
Mormyridae and Characidae, is observed from the latitude of the Limpopo
River, although these tropical elements are still quite evident in the
OrlUlge River.
B"yond the latitude of the Orange River the complete disappearance
is noted of the l~ormyridae, Characidae, Citharini dae, Schil beidae,
Clariidae, Amphiliidae, Mochocidae, Cyprinodontidae, Mastacembelidae
and Cichlidae, all families which still occur in the impoverished
ar.eas of Transvaal and Natal.
The regicn of the coastal rivers of the Cape (south of 310S)
possesses a freshwater fauna comprising 19 genera of Cyprinidae,
2 Anabantidae, 2 Bagridae, 1 Galaxiidae (from Africa only in the region
of the Cape), 1 Gobiidae, 1 Anguillidae and 1 Clupeidae.
This very restricted fauna comprises no more than a single family
of endemic African fish and only a few elements belonging sometimes
to the marine fauna and sometimes to the freshwater fauna of east Asia:
Cyprinidae, Bagridae, and Anabantidae.
* * *
The fauna of the coastal basins of east Africa, like those of
south Africa, is characterisGd by thG absence of an important numbGr
of tropical "me(;apotamique" families: Polypteridae, OsteoglossidaG,
Kneriidae, Cromeriidae, PhractolaemidaG, Pantodontidae, Notopteridae,
Gymnarchidae, Cobitidae, Ariidae, Nandidae, Centropomidae, OphiocGphalidae
and Tetradon tidae.
On the other hand thG following families do occur: Protopteridae,
Clupeidae, Mormyridae, Characidae, Citharinidae, Cyprinidae, Bagridae,
Amphil iidae, Clariidae, Schil beidae, Mochocidaej MalapteruridaG,
Anguillidae, Cyprinodontidae, Cichlidae, Eleotridae, Gobiidae, Anabantidae
and Mastacembelidae. The truly tropical families are poorly represented.
The dominant elements are the (Vprinidae and Cichlidae.
Here, as in south Africa, the freshwater fauna has
with the east Asian fauna as with the Ethiopian fauna.
entirely due to the abUndance of the Cyprinidae.
as many affinities
This is almost
* * *
The "r6gion m6g1imnique" includes the Great Lakes of central
Africa: Albert, Edward, Victoria, Kivu, Tanganyika, Rukwa, Bangweulu
and Nyasa. Even if limited to the three largest of these lakes, this
region does not constitute a true ichthyological region. These
various lakes really form parts of different water basins of distinct
icthyological regions, but nevertheless, they all have in common the
peculiarity of being poor in tropical "m6gapotomique" faunal types,
but conversely thGY are enriched with species of the family Cichlidae.
The majcrity of these lacustrine Cichlidae are endemic and this
diversified fauna rms a quantitiative and qualitative importance
proportionate to trw age of the lake. The table LPot includGd here7
gives an idea of the relative importance of the number of cichlid
species in the various lakes, and records at the same time the numbers
of species from other frGshwator families which occur there.
The large number of difforGnt species which exist in particular
lakes is surprising: 221 in Nyasa and 191 in Taneanyika without
taking into accoun t the species in the affluent rivers which in the
case of the Tanganyika basin brings the total to 233.
,
•
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As a consequence of a fairly long history as a closed system
(certain of these basins having been ccmpletely isolated from other
hydrographical basins for a very long time) their depth has prevented
dessioation which would have been fatal to their fauna during the
intense dry periods which ocourred in Africa between the miooene and
the pliocene.
The Cichlidae are only of importance in four lakes: Victoria,
Edward, Tanganyika and Nyasa but the confluence of the first two lakes
has produced a fauna which is common to a fairly large extent. The
Cichlidae are specifically very varied, particularly in species of
the genus Ha loohromis within the lakes Victoria, Edward and Nyasa
(101 species in Nyasa , but in Lake Tanganyika the differentiation
reaches generio rank with 39 endemic genera, from the smallest forms
known in the family to the cmormous Boulengeroohromis of more than one
metre in length. Lake Tang~1yika is certainly the oldest lake of
them all, and its essentially freshwater fish fauna shows the most
interesting adaptations in relation to the diverse lacustrine habitats,
which ecologically spoakin~ resemble marine habitats. But this
"thalasBoide" £riiarine-typ~/fa=a is not, in faot, a marine fauna.
Viewed from the importance of thoir endemic cichlid fauna three
lacustrine regidns can be recognised; Victoria-Edward, Tanganyika
and Nyasa, while the other lakes comprise, ichthyologically at least,
part of adjacent basins: the lakes Rudolf and Albert belong to the
Nile basin, lakes Rukwa and Bang"eulu form part of the Luapula system,
and Kivu can be related to Tanganyika.
* * ,f
The fish fauna of Africa is thus far from being uniformly distributed.
The "region megapotamique" of tropical west and central ("sus-equitoriale"
and "equi toriale") Africa is the reeion Nhere the fauna is the most
varied and most abundant. It was, if not the cradle, at least a
sanctuary for the tertiary freshwater fauna of Africa. It then extended
perhaps more widely towards the cast and the north, but in these
directions it has now been reduced or completely eliminated by
de-affcrestation and dessication.
The present different basins, or at least the prinoipal ones being
the Niger, Nile and Ccngo, have certainly boen widely interconnected
at different periods, due to the Chad basin, whioh formed a real
hydrographio turntable in oentral Afrioa, thrOUGh whioh riverine inter-
communication between separate basins has been possible under favourable
climatic conditicns (higher rainfall and inundations) and porhaps also
favourable tectonic events. Nevertholoss, the oentral Congo basin
seems to have remained more clearly isolated, while on the contrary,
the Niger and the Nile havo shown more frequent faunal interohanges.
The upper Lualaba clearly appears to havo boen in ancient liaison
with the Nile basin.
Since the formation of tho Rift Valley, tho lakes have beon
populatod from the neighbouring basins by those riverine elements
which have been best ablo to adapt to the vory unusual environmental
condi tions whore the raised salinity and pH, the rocky nature of the
substra te and the great depths, have been the dominant factors.
The Cichlidae have adapted botter than the other famil ios and are there
greatly diversified.
In east Africa beyond the region of the Great Lakes there is a
particularly poor fauna, but the retention of quite a large number of
tropical families is probably the result of a previous mere flourishing
staee in the history of this region coinciding with a more humid climate.
Africa, south of the Zambesi, is also poor in fish types, being
finally pruned of all the tropical clements and being reduced to its
most simplo form in the region of Cape Province, where only the Galaxiidae
represen t the original tropical fauna, although their presence i~
readily explicable since they are of marine origin.
* * *
•• •
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The faunal similarities between the Ethiopian freshwater fauna
(including the Nile) and tho tropical Asiatic fauna (eastern fauna)
must also bo considered. These similarities are explained by the
ancient hydrographical conflu,mces during the pliocene er perhaps
even earlier. TIuring the tertiary a hot tropical climate ~xisted
in the M~diterranian region and the continuity of th" Afro-Asiatic
flora indicates the existence of some hydrographical ~stems which
have now disappeared, but whose development permi ttod some faunal
exchanges. Thus, th" transfer has taken place of the Notopteridae,
Cyprinidae, Cotibidae, Bagridae, Schilbeidae, Clariidae, Cyprinodontidae,
Nandidae, Cichli dae, ./\nabantidae, Ophiocephalidae, and Mastacembelidae,
to speak only of the famil ies of frosh,mter fish commonto both
contin<:>nts, and whose simul taneous presenc" in two parts of the world
cannot be the result of a marine invasion, as has probably been the
case for the freshwater species of the f,",milies Clupeidae, Ari idae,
Anguillidae, Centropomidae, Eleotridae, Gobiidae and Tetraodontidae.
Since certain freshwater families have eastern affinities they
must have undoubtedly comofrom the north-east. They are muchmore
widespread and diversified in Asia than in "frica, and moreover on the
latter continent, they are lacking in the south. This is the caso
amongst the Cobitidae, Ophiocephalidae, and Notopteridae. It is
probably also the case amongst the Cyprinodontidae, Mastacemb81idae,
Nandidae and Cyprinidae. But tho route of migration ef the sub-order
Siluri is puzzlinG" On the othor hand, the asiatic Cichlidae and
Anabantidae seem to me to be clearly of African origin becauso of the
predominance of th0se fishes in Africa "here they are found far to the
south. The possibility of faunal exc anges in both directions is thus
confirmed by geographical distribution.
The faunal similarities bet"een Asia and Africa are most apparent
in the Nile "hich seems to have best preserved the faunal record of
these great interchanges, "hich certainly took place but "hose different
phases and details are still not clear. The presence of Cobitidae in
Abyssinia stresses the asiatic character of the fish fauna of north-
east Africa.
The case of the Osteoelossidae is different, since they are fish
of particularly ancient oriGin, and whose simultaneous presence in
eastern Asia and in Africa (also in South America and Australia) is
the result of a primitive more widespread distribution, "hich enabled
them to populate all the lands of the southern hemisphere.
It is often debated whuther the "grande forGt africane" (tropical
African rain-forest) has always existed, ••here it occurs nON, or
>lhether it is not the resul t of a displacement tOvlards the south, of
a more northerly tropical forest of the pliocene-miocene. The
fresh"ater fish fauna arGUes in favour of an initial tropical forest
that "as more "idespread than the present forest, and stretchine, not
only north as far as the Mediterranean, but also at least as far to
the south as the prbsent fore8t. Indeed, the fresh"ater fish fauna
in the present forest region is clearly tho best and the most varied
of the "hole of Africa. This fauna sho"s some effects of a geographical
separation which prove that these "ere ancient hydrographic basins.
If the climatic conditions "ere favourablo to the maintenance of these
basins then the maintenance of tho forost follo"s ipso facto. Wemust
admit that the fate of the African forest and the fish fauna have boen
related since the eocene, during "hich period the Ostariophysi, of
"hich Africa possess so many representatives, first appeared.
* *
In conclusion, what is it necessary now to think of the
zoogeographical sub-divisicns that authors such as BoulenGer, Pelleerin.
and Nichols & Griscom, recognised as a result of their "ork on the
fish fauna.
0 •• / •••
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The importance cf these sub-divisions appeal'S exaggerated and
their defined limi ts are even inappropriate. There is no "region
megalimnique" and the abundance of Cichlidae, although irregular,
is not sufficient reason to retain it. This predominance LOf cichlid~
is not due to the commonorigin of the fauna nor to the confluence of
the lakes, but to the existence of environmental conditions which have
favoured the Cichl idae more than any other family. Under these
circumstances, the significance of a single "region mogalimniquell is
weak, particularly since there are some enormous faunal differences
between one lake and another.
Th.e "region megapotamique" is, amongst the ",hole of the African
freshwaters, the region where the extent of hydrographical "'ystec.,s has
been the cause of a greater faunal variety. It is clearly the part
of tropical Africa which was privileged from the point of vie", of
abundant rainfall and higher temperature. It is natural that the
fishes there should be more diversified than elsewhere.
Instead of dividing the "region megapotamique" simply into three
parts (like Nichols & Griscom, or Boulenger) or into six parts (like
Pellegrin), I consider that it is necessary to divide it into a much
grea ter number of sub-region s each of which has a precise significance
and ofte~ has multiple affinities.
~'he nomenclature of these sub-regions is proposed on the attached
map Lllot included her~. The justification for such a sub-division
follows amply from the whole preceding discussion and it seems superfluous
to give even a resume of it here. There have certainly been several
hydrographical confl uences between the numerous nOvl-separate bas in s,
confluences which have led to certain clear faunal similarities.
Whilst such developments must be taken into consideration their
confirmation by an analysis which does not take into account the entire
fauna is incorrect; the whole assemblaz8 of families, genera and even
species must be taken into consideration.
The Nile has some affini ties with the Niger and Chad but there
are also some other affinities with the upper Congo. It is, thus, no
1enger neces sary to croup them together, but, on the contrary, it is
considered that they should comprise separate regions. The fauna of
the Congo has some faotors in oommonwith the fauna of the Ogoou6,
but the latter has, together with the rivers of west l.f'rica, some
factors which it does not share with the Congo. It would, thus, be
better to consider them as separate. Lakes Rudolf and Albert have
such a charaoteristic nilotic fauna with so foeble an endemic eleQent,
that their grouping with the Nile region is the only logical solution,
but the other lakes mori t at least some consideration as oomprising
three distinct regions. Lakes Victoria and Edl,ard have too many
commonspecies not to be grouped togethor. 'funganyika is tho most
surprising and most distinct ichthyological region of Africa. To
Lake Tanganyika I add Lako Kivu, whose fauna, although insignificant,
includ~s several tanganyikan elements.
The whol e of thG poor faunal area of eas t ilfrio~. i p cons idered
separate. Too littlo is known of the distribution of its species
to a tt ompt to sub-div i de it.
The r~gions of Ancola and the Zambesi are certainly close and
similar in regard to the reduction of their fauna, but thoy must be
considered distinct since there are some clear divergenceso
Lake Nyasa merits the formation of a region to itself alone and
the remainder of south Afrioa, the rGgion of the Cape with its Gala~ias
and its particular AnabantidaG must also be considered separate.
The foregoin3" is only an outline of the ichthyological zoogeography
of Afrioa. Problems remaln to be solved but it would be best to try
to find a solution to them all whon it has been deoided that theorios
and modifioations given above are well founded.
• •
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THE GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION OF FRESH\1ATER FISHES FROM THE CONGO BASIN:
. -
The distribution of animals, and of fish in particular, is not
only dependent upon evolutionary factors, but also upon existing
ecological factors, i.e. in relation to environmental conditions.
Of all the environmental factors the salinity of the water is the
factor to which fish are most sensitive. It is well known that fresh-
water fish .do not occur in the sea, but this classification is too
simple, and the establishment of five categories following the
proposals by Myers (1949) (Salt tolerance of freshwater fish groups
in relation to zoogeographical problems. Bijdrage tot de Dierkunde,
~ permits a much more strict ecological classification. It is
summarised here together with examples from families discussed by
this author.
Ecological classification of fish based upon their tolerance to salt
water:
(1) "Poissons primaires": strictly intolerant to sea water.
Dipneusti, Polypteriformes, Ostariopr~si
or Cypriniformes (Characinoides,
Cyprinoides, Siluroides), Mormyridae,
Centrarchidae, Percidae, etc.
(2) "Poissons secondaires": quite strictly confined to freshwater,
but relatively tolerant to seawater,
at least for short periods:
Cyprinodontidao, Poeciliidae,
1episosteidae, Cichlidae, Synbranchidae,
Anabantidae, etc.
(3) "Poissons vicariants": clearly defined freshwater representatives I
of marine families, not diadromous
(i.e. not anadromous nor katadromous)
Clupeidae, Atherinidae, Centropomidae,
Gadidae, Tetraodontidae, Eleotridae,
Gobiidae, Sciaenidae, Carcharhinidae,
(Carcharhinus nicaraguensis), Trygonidae
(Potamotrygon) •
(4) "Poissons diadromes": regular migrants between marine and
freshwater environments at different
stages of their life cycle:
Acipenseridae, Salmonidae, Anguillidae,
Clupeidae.
(5) "Poissons exclusivement marins": 8xclusively marine fish but which are
more or less euryhaline and capable
of living variously in either medium.
The mouth of the Congo:
River water does not mix intimately with salt seawater when they
ceme into contact but spreads very widely over the surface giving the
ocean a brownish or greenish colour which contrasts with the blue
colour of tropical oceanic waters. Sea water, on the other hand,
remains just below and penetrates into the littoral lagoons, and even
into the river itself, where the presence of salt water has been
noted as far upstream as the area around Boma.
In the aquatic medium described above with a very variable salinity,
dependent upon the tides, the mangrove is established •.forming a zone
of mangrove forest along the banks of the river and the delta creeks.
In this zone are foun d :
• •
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(1) The more or less euryhaline marine families: Pristidae, Elopidae,
Sphyraenidae, Mugilidae.
(2) Those families of fish which have species adapted to freshwaters
and whose presence in brackish waters is quite normal: Clupeidae,
Eleotridae, Gobiidae, Tetraodontidae, Periophthalmidae.
(3) Those families of freshwater fish, which are not uniquely
"socondaires", including Cichlidae, Cyprinodontidae, Anabantidae.
While the genera are identical, the species are not the same as
those inland.
The lower reaches cf the river above Boma:
Above Boma the fish fauna assumes a much more definite freshwater
character, but up to Matadi, various vory euryhaline sea fishes, such
as the largo sa~l-fish (Pristi s) or the large "Pastonague" (Trygon)
are occasionally caught. These sea fish which penetrate as much as
several hundred kilomotres, up certain African rivers, such as the
Ogooue, are, above Matadi, stopped by the Congo rapids.
Tho freshwater character of tIle fauna above Boma, and Mateba
Island is marked by the presence of some fish types which are more
representative of the freshwater fish fauna of Africa: Protopterus,
including P. aethiopicus and P. dclloi, and Polypterus including
P. palmas.
There are also some ropresentatives of nearly all the other
families of "primaire" froshwater fish of the Congo: Mormyridae,
Characidae, Citharinidae, Cyprinidae, Pantodontidae, Ophiocephalidae,
Mastaoembolidae, as well as the various families of the sub-order
SilurL
To these elements aro added the same families of "secondaire"
freshwater fish noted already in brackish waters: Cichlidae, Anabantidae,
Cyprin 0dontidae and the "vicarian t" families of fish: Clupeidae,
Eleotridae, Tetraodontidao, Centropomidae.
In the lower Congo, the absence is noted of the Kneriidae,
Notoptoridae, and Phractolaemidae. Except for Kneria which is a fish
of mountainous regions, those absences may perhaps simply reflect an
imperfection in our present knowledge.
If the freshwater fish fauna is first established upstream of Boma,
not all the genera and species are represented, and only a fairly
poorly diversified fauna occurs up to Stanley Pool. Above this point
are found the following reaches:
(1) The reach of the Cristal mountain rapids
In this region of waterfalls and permanent violent currents
the presence is noted of a fauna specially adapted to resist the rapid
currents and ablo to adhere to rocky bottcms: Garra and Labeo
(Cyprinidae), Atopochilus, Euchilich~ys, Chiloglanis (mochocidae):
Steatocranus, ~'eleogramma and Leptotilapia (Ciohlidae).
All these fish show some remarkable adaptations to torrental
life: the body is depressed, "'-th low fins assisting adhesion to the
surfac", possibly the presence of an oral sucker, and specialised
locomotion by a series of sucoessive leaps.
The species, and sometimes the genera of the Cichlidae, are
endemic to this reach. The radiation of the Cichlidae is repeated;
the great adaptive ability of this family under differing oircumstances
is already familiar.
The presence is recorded in the chalky caves near Thysville of
a well-known species, the blind cave-living barbus: Caecobarbus
geertsii Bculenger. Two other completely blind freshwater fish cccur
in Africa: Uegitglanis zammaranoi (Clariidae) and Phreaticht~ys andruzii
(Cyprini dae).
•. ,
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(2) The major valley of the Congo, or the central basin
The central basin of the Congo begins between Leopoldville and
Stanley Pool. This vast region crossed by the river and transvered
by innumerable tributaries is largely covered by tropical rain forest.
It is the most interesting part of the Congo from the point of view
of zoology; here occur a prodigious variety of life and the most
varied fish fauna that there is. There is, nevertheless, a basic
resemblance to the lower Congo, but it is necessary to note:
(1) the presence of a much greater number of species
(2) the presence of additional genera not recorded from the
lower Congo: Genyomyrus, Myomyrus, Bryconaethiops,
Clupeopetersius, Be10nophago, Eugnathichthys, Xenocharax,
teptooyprio, Engraulicypris, g¥psopanchax, Heterochromis,
Lamprologus, Nannochromis, etc.
(3) The presence of scme additional families not recorded
from the lower Congo: Phractolaemidae, Notopteridae.
(4) A differentiation between forest fauna and savannah
fauna: The Cyprinodontidae are characterised by a
remarkable distribution which records Aphyosemion and
Epip1atys and ~ypsopanchax in the tropical rain forests
and Ap10cheilichthys in the savannah. The Phracto1aemida~
and certain small Barbus, Nannochromis, Stomatorhinus,
eto., occur only in the tropical rain forest.
(5) A very clear geographical segregation is observed amongst
the faunas of the main river and the much smaller
tributaries respectively.
(6) In this fairly homogenoous distribution, tho fauna of the
central basin shows in several lakes the evolution of
certain local endemic species:
Stanley Pool - Gymna11abes tihoni, Belonophago tinanti,
Epiplatys chevalieri, Ap10cheilichthys
myorsi, Tetraodon schoutendeni.
Lake Tumba Eutropius tumbanus, C1upeopetor,..,us
schoutedeni, Tylochromis laterafis-microdon.
Lako Fwa Cyclopharanyx fwae, Neopharynx schewtzi,
Haplochromis rheophilus.
(3) The reaches of the Lualaba and the fauna of Katang~
From Stanleyvi11e (and Stanley Balls) the central congo1eso fauna
undergoes some changes which incroase tONards the south. These ohanges
comprise reduction of the central congolGse fauna and the addition of
a number of nilotic species. In Katanga, particularly in the upper
reaches of the Lualaba, this nilotic fauna is clearly evident,
including Protopterus annectens, P. aethiopious, Po1ypterus bichir
katangae, P. senegalus moridionalis, Ichthyoborus besse congolensis,
Tilapia nilotica and Nothobranchius brieni.
Such similarities aro inexplicable unless one accepts the
existence in the past of a hydrographical connection betNeen the .
Lua1aba and the upper Nile - a river Nhich Nas at that time a tributary
of the Indian Ocean. This connection is shown by the existence of
a very obvious capture, on the course of the Lua1aba at the place
called "Les portes de l'Enfer".
This capture of the Lualaba probably took place at the end of
the pleistocene after the upthrust of the mountains of the east and
more particularly the volcanic region of Kivu (which is of recent
geological age). This upthrust seems to have lead to the rupture
of communication between the upper Nile and its highest tributary:
the Lualaba.
•. ,
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Since this capture the fish of the upper reach&s of the Lualaba
(above Kongolo) have been distributed downstream to a large extent.
This is the case for Tilapia nilotica (which however has not
descended the river beyond Stanleyv ille). Schilbe mystus. Ales tes
macrophthalmus, Lates niloticus <IDdProtoptcrus aethiopicus.
Conversely, some fish of the central Congo basin have succeeded
in penetrating as far upstream as Bukama, but not further because of
the rapids for instance, Polypterus congicus, P. ornatipinnis,
P. weeksii and numerous Mormyridae, Characidae and Cyprinidae,
belonging to the Congo such as: Gnathonemus stanleyanus, Alestes
liebrochtsii, Distichodus antonii, Labeo lineatus.
However, as noted above, a certain number of nil otic fish, probably
particularly the sedentary types, have been retainGd in the upper
Lualaba, owing to the presence of some vast lakes on the Kamolondo
plain, which form important refuges for fish.
The fauna of the Luapula - Mweru - Bangweul u system is quite
different to the fauna of the central Congo basin and there are some
good examples of faunal similarities 'vith the basin of the Zambezi
because of the reduction of somo families of tropical freshwater
fishes such as the Mormyridae, Characidae, Citharinidae and because
of the much increased importance of the Cyprinidae and Cichlidae.
The genus Serranochromis, typical of the Zambezi, and very widespread
in the Luapula, together with other cichlids such as Tilapia macrochir,
Haplochromis philander, Haplochromis mellandi constitute a fauna which
through the intermediary of Ban(l'weulu,shows some clear southern
affinities. Here also the Congo basin has made a hydrographical
capture of an anci8nt tributary of the Zambezi.
(4) The great lakes of the eastern frontier of tho Congo
Lake Albert possesses a v8ry varied fauna including some fifty
species only eight of which are cichlids. It has some oonsiderable
affini ties with the "reb'ion megapotamique" in general and the nilotic
region in particular but this is hardly surprising since it is a
tributary lake of the Egyptian river Nile and has always been so since
its formation. The pelagic lacustrine forms comprise 1 Engraulicypris,
1 Barilius and 2 Lates.
Lake Edwarcl, like Lake Victoria with .,hich it has shared a fauna
which is still common to a large part, possesses a number of species
comparable to that of Lak8 Albert. Tho majority of species belong
to the family Ciohlidae (twenty-six spocies) which is the clearly
dominant family, and which includes a high number of species of the
genus Haplochromis. The pelagic forms comprise some Haplochromis,
and one Aplocheilichthy~, but Lates are completely lacking.
Lake Kivu has an extremely poor fish fatmai only 20 species of
which half aro Cichlidae of the genus Haplochromis. The lake and
the lacustrine fauna are the mcst recent in the whole of Africa.
Lake Tanganyika. This lake, which is the largest and the
deepest lake along the eastern Congolese border, possesses the most
highly diversified lacustrine fauna in the whole world. There is a
total of 233 species, comprisin(> the fauna of the affl uents. the
fauna of the littoral, the benthic fauna and the pelagic fauna, which
are all very varied. This high variation is the result of an intra-
lacustrine speciation, shown particularly amongst the Cichlidae,
which have evolved species varying between 3 em. to 100 em. in length,
and have adapted to all niches and all habitats. To date a total of
133 species of Cichlidae havo been recognised, all of which belong
to genera which occur in Tanganyika only, except for Tilapia with 2
endemic and 2 non-endemic species and Haplochromis with 2 endomic species.
•. ,
The pelagic fauna comprises 2 species of Clupeidae, and also 2
Cyprinidae; (Engraulicypr~S and llarilius) ~d. 4 Centropomidae (Lates
and LuciolatesJ, showing some homologous systematic ele'ments with
similar ecological niches elsewhere (e.g. Lake Albert).
I ' .
At present Lake Tanganyika forms part Of the Congo basin because
of its confluence wit~ the Lualaba via the Lukuga. Very few
tanganyikan fish, which are adapted to a high salinity (potassium and
magnesium bicarbonates) and a high pH, are capable of living in the
Congo river, or have succeeded in colonising' it. The g.enus
Lamprologus must however be considered as one such example.
One very remarkable fact fromtthe point of view of zoogeography,
is that the Malagarasi river possesses a fauna with remarkable
oongoleso affinities e.g.: Polypterus ornatipinnis, Labeo weeksii
and Tetraodon mbu. Assuming that the lake itself oonstitutes an
unsurmountable barrier to these riverine fish (which have not been
observed in the existing lake) it se8ms that the Malagarasi river must
be consid8red as an ancient affluent of the Congo basin,. prior to the
formation of lake Tan"anyika, and that it was separated from its
primitive drainage system by the rifting responsible for the creation
of lake Tanganyika.
•
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THE DIAGNOSTIC CHARACTERS OF FISH
(The bracketed figures refer to the diagram on page 63 of Poll, 1997)
, ..
The .total length (1) is the maximum perpendicular distance between the
end of the sncut and".the extremi1<Y of the longest caudal rB;f. The maximum
total length is <J., character which can be'used in the diagnosis of some
speciBs. " The standard length (2) of the body is the perpendicular distance
between the.end cf the snjut and the origin of the caudal (Le. the base of
the caudal 1'B;fsl,or the scales where they suddenly become much smaller,
extending onto the caudal fin.
The body depth (3) is the maximum depth, taken perpendicular to the
standard length.
The,head length (4) is the maximum perpendicular length between the
end cf the snout and the posterior bordor of the opercular bone or the
superior point of the gill-slit. The head depth (5) is the maximum depth
measured in front of the oociput. The head width is the maximum width
measured ih front of the occiput.
The caudal peduncle length (6) is tho m~n~mum length of the posterior
part between the level of the base of the most posterior median fin (anal or
dorsal) and the middle of the origin of the caudal fin. The caudal pedunole
depth (6b) is the minimum height of the posterior 'part without fins.
The snout length (7) is the perpendicular length between the end of
the snout and the anterior border of one of the eyes.
The eye ;,diameter (8) is the lenlith of the greatest diameter of the eye.
The inter-ordital width (9) is the ~eatest ~inim~width aorOSB the skull
between two eyes. The inter-ooular width is the total distance between the
two eyes. The pre-orbital depth is the perpendicular distance which
separates the inferior border of the eye from the inferior border of the
preorbital at the level of the corners of the mouth.
The fin lengths are alwB;fs the maximum lengths along their bases for
the median fins, and their maximum length from base to tip for the paired
fins.
The premaxilla (10) is the bone on the upper jaw which borders on the
mouth dorsally and anteriorly. The maxilla is the bone on the upper jaw
which borders the mouth posteriorly or dorsally and posterior to the
premaxilla; it is thus situated on the border of the mouth or behind the
posterior part of the premaxilla! The dentafY or n~dibular is the bone
of lower jaw.
The bones of the operoulum are as follows: (i) The opercular (13) in
the fcrm of a large scale which covers the operculum to a large extent
and which borders it posteriorly. (ii) The pre opercular (14) in front
cf the opercular and whcse infero-posterior border is visible and sometimes
denticulate. (iii) The sub-opercular (15) and inter-opercular (16) are
situated in the inferior region of the opercular. The sub-orbitals with
the pre-orbital in front, surround the bottcm of the eye.
The two nostrils or the single nostril (Cichlidae) are situated on
the snout between the eye and the upper lip.
The gill-slits (18) are bordered below by the opercular membranes
(19) and these are either fused to the isthmus (20) which separates them
ventrally, or are confluent and fused together ventral to the isthmus.
The branchial arches (gill-arches) are only visible if the operculum is
lifted. They carry branchial filaments on the posterior face and branchio-
spines (gill-rakers) on the anterior face. They are divided into two
parts: ventral and dorsal, separated by an articulation. The lower
pharyngeals represent morphologically, the last branchial arches and are
shortened, free or fused tcgether and carry bony denticles homologous with
branchiospines; they border the entrance of the oesophagus. The teeth do
not alwB;fs cover only the borders of the jaws. They can also occur on
the palate, and in this case one can distinguish vomerine teeth (in the
centre), palatine and pterygoid teeth (on either side).
The fins are very variable in form, structure and position; they
. ,
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comprise median fins and paired fins. The median fins are dorsal, caudal
and anal, 'The dorsal (21 and 22) can be simple ~r divided int••2 or more
parts, the rclYs can be either all soft or can have one or several of the
anterior rays bcny and spiny. It is separated from the head by the pre-dorsal
region. In some cases the rayed dorsal is foll~wed by an adipose fin whioh
is generally much 'smaller. The anal. (23 and 24) like the dorsal can be all soft-
rayed or else can have spiny ant~r rays. The caudal (25) is ver~ variable
in shape but is never spiny, The paired fins are the pectorals (26) and
the ventrals (pelvics) (27), both soft or else possessing a spiny rayon their
anterior. border. These fins are separate and inserted far apart in eertain
families but ,in others they are closer together and their insertions are
adjacent.
The sColes are cycloid or £i£noid, depending whether the posterior border
of the scale is smooth or spiny. Exceptionally they can be rhomboid, with a
characteristic lozenge-shape (polypteridae). The scales may also be lacking, or
be replaced by bony scuted.
The lateral line (2&) is usually simple and ~ontinuous, between the top
of the gill-slit and the caudal. It can be incomplete or sometimes double
(Cichlidae) but in this case both lines are incomplete. Certain fish are
apparently not provided with a lateral line.
The air bladder, present or nct, communicating or not with the e~t, CD
the possible presence of supplementary supra-branchial respiratory org~ns
carried on the branchial arches, are all important diagnostic charscters
but which are still not well known.
KEY FOR ,'tHEIDENiTIFICATION OF THE FAMIL!ES OF AFRICAN
FRESHIVATFB FISH
The bracketed fi es refer'to the a es 613 to 1 of P"ll 1
1 * Anterior and posterior paired membcrs in the form of r'ayed pector51
and ventral fins, (1,2), widely sep~r~te (3), cr adJacent (4), both
pairs sometimes absent, or sometimes only the ventrals. ~
* Paired members in the fcrm .ofpectoral and pelvic filamentous thongs,
widely separated (5). PROTOPTERIDAE
2 * Scales present or,absent, when present cycl~id, (6) ur ctenoid (7) or
very reduced, or replaced by erectile spines, ~r by bony scutes (8).
Spiracles absent. Dorsal simplo or double (9, lO~ 11) and multi-
rayed (i.e. not divided into a series of pinnules). 3
* Scales rhcmboid (12), thick. Spiracles present on tt; upper
surface of the head (13). Dorsal c~mprises a series 6f pinnules
each preceeded by a spine (14). POLYPT"RIDAE
3 * Body not anguilliform, or in tho opposite case, n~t usually without
ventrals or without oral barbels. 4
*Body anguilliform and usually without ventrals ,I' without oral barbels.
21)
4 * Ventrals widely separate from pectorals or sometimes absent, but
body not covered with small erectile spines, and thure are nct usually
any spines to the dorsal, anal or ventral. Barbels often present,
especially oral barbels (15, 16, 17) or an adipose dorsal (18,19).
Ventral serration (20, 21) present or absent. Scsles cycloid, ctenoid or
absent or replaced by bony scutes. 2.
* Ventrals inserted beneath pectorals (4) or sometimes abs6nt, but only
in the TOtraodontidae, whose teeth form a clear beak, or in the
MastRcembelidad which are anguilliform and which are the only &roup
to posses~ a iong series of indepemdent dorsal spines. Scales cycloid
or ctenoid or replaced by small erectile spines if the ventrals are
$b'3'~ntt NOhbarb~ls~ althouun-sometimes naBal.tentacles nresent~ with\2 } 0 vat out \ZLJ a rostral process; no aaJ.pose dorsa~. Ven'ltraL
serration always absent.28 ...~/....
• •
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5 *Never any edipose dorsal, nor any bony r~y preceeding the dorsal
or pectorals, nor any oral barbels, nor mental barbels. 6
* Adipose dorsal present, or a bony ray preceding the dorsal (18,24)
and the pectorals (25), or oral or mental barbels, or botli f~sed. 16
6 *Eye with a free border ( delineated by a narrow circular depression
the epidermis) (26) • 1
*Eye without a free border (27). Ca~dal peduncle often narrow with the
caudal little developed (28). Snout sometimes elongated into a
pipette (29), mouth often small with teeth hardly apparent. 12
7 *Ventral serration present, (formed by keeled and angular ventral scales)
(20, 21). ~
*Ventral serration absent. 2
8 *Ventral serration siml'le, ventrals devel ~ped, -or anal of normal length.
CLUPEIDAE
*Ventral serration double (20 bis), ventrels rudimentary or absent,
anal very long. NOTOPTERIDAE
9 *No barbels on the sno~t nor tubercules on the head or body. 10
*Nostrils preceded by an erect barbel. Often spiny tubercules around
the eye and on the p~sterior part of the body (30). Mouth snperior,
(opening dorsally on the snout) small, protractile (capabals of
being protracted by oral musculature), capable of being retracte~
into a depression on the snout (31, 32, 33). PHRACTOLEMIDAE
10 *Mouth not denticulate, dorsal mayor may not be opposed to the anal
(generally fiOt). Caudal generally emarginate and bifur,ate. 11
*Mo~th denticulate. Dorsal and anal at least partly opposed. Caudal
rounded Or more or less bifurcate. 13
11 *Body with soales, these hiding the musculature.
*Body naked, showing- the myomeres (musculature),
inferior without barbels (40). CROMERIDAE
12
mouth small and
12
13
14
*Scales very small, hardly visible without a lens. No barbels, mouth
protractile, inferior, entirely overhung by the snout. Operbular an&
post opercular apparatus adhesive in the male (formed by a sucker on
the operculum and a striated post-opercular thickening). Dorsal not
opposed to the anal (37, 38). KlrfRIIDAE
*Scales large and clearly Yisible in all cases. One or two pairs of
barbels present or absent. Mouth more or less protractile (39),
variable in position. No opercular .apparatus nor adhesive post-
opercular in the male. Dorsal opposed or not to the anal.
CYPRINIDAE partim
*Body naked, entirely lacking scales. Lateral line present. GALAXIIDAE
*Body obviously covered with scales, lateral line present or absent. li
*Mouth denticulate, terminal and non-protractile. Head bony, naked
(not covered with scales). Lateral line present (44). OSTEOGLOSSIDAE
*Mouth denticulate, superior (fecing upwards) protractile. Head flat
and covered with scales above. Lateral line absent ~ithout a well
defined lateral lini( (34, 35, 36). CYPRINODO~TTIDAE
15 *Ventrals and caudal present. MORt,YRIDAE
*Ventrals and caudal absent, body terminating in a filament nus point
(42) • GYMNARCHIDAE
16 *Body covered with imbricate scales, (arranged like tiles on a roof)
but if indistinct, possessing somo barbels which are not mental
barbels. 1:1.
*Body naked, witho~t scales, sometimes covered with bony scutes
(certain catfish), barbels always present, including mental barbels.
gQ.
..../ ....
•11
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* Adipose dorsal and buccal dentition absent. Np barbels, or 1 to
i~ pairs ef barbels inserted.above the upper lip, but close to tha
: lip fold. lis* Adipose dors~l amd buccal dentiti1h present, but this fin and thesO
teeth sometimes hardly apparent. Nev~r any barbels; ncr any bony
spine in front of the dorsal. .u
[* )Mere than 2 pairs of oral bar.els. .S.ometimes.abQny ray in front. if the
.dorsal. Scales Usually clearly visible, CYPRINIDAE partin
* :3pbirs of oral barbels. Never any bony ray in front of the dorsali
Body nakei ~r COTered with minute scales (43) COBITIDAE partim
* Scales all cycleid, dentiti~n usually strong. GHARACIDAE
* Scales ctenoid, except in the genus 5itharinus w4ere they.are c~clfid,
but where the body is str~ngly compressed and the teeth are minute.
CITHARINIDAE
* Anal leng (50,5~), gill membrane free (49,51) (The opercular .ones
are covered by a cutaneous membra nee which borders the gill-slitj
when the gill-slits are large and when they nearly join ventrally
the gill membranes are free; but in the cont,ar~ case the gill
membranes are fused to the isthmus 6f the throat). 11
* Anal short; gill membranes free lirnot. 22
* Rayed dorsal with short base, or a~sent (50); b~dy m~re or less
compressed SCHlLBEIDAE* Rayed dorsal with long ~asoi (52) b~dy depresse~ or rotnded,
CLARIIDAE
22 * Raye •.dorsal present, no electric organ. 23* Rayed dorsal absent, (53) an electric ••rgan encircling ~he betiy (54).
MALAPTERURIDAE
23 * Rayed dorsal preceded by bony ray. ~* Rayed d6rsal without a bcny ray. AjaPHILIIDAE
24' * Gill membranes free or narrowly fused to the isthmus (54,55).
Mandibular barbels n••t branched, lips not adhesive. ~
* Gill membranes always more or less fused to the isthmus (5G).
Mandibular barbels branched; "r widespread suok8r-iike' adhesive
lips. MOCHOCIDAE
25 * Both nostrils very close to each other on either side; no nasalbarbels nor internal mandibular barbels (2 pairs bf barbels enly);
gill membranes for~ing a continu~us transTerse. f&ld (44,45). ARIIDAE
* Both nostrils widely separute on each side; ~ften nasal barbels, ani
almost always 2 pairs of mandibular barbels; gill membranes forming
an angular folli,(55) BAGRIDAE
~,
I
!
2. * Body not covered by annular bony plaques forming a rigid exoskeleten.
Snout not elong"t e nor tubiform. n.* Body covered by annular body pl"Ques forming a rigid exe6kelet~n •
Snout elongiite or tubiform. SYIWN1,THIDAE
27 * Gill-slits confluent ventrally. Paired fins c~mpletely absent.
Median fins rudimentbry. Skin naked (4~,47). SYlTIaRANCHIDAE
'.' * Gill-slits s6par5te, pectorals present ot not, ventrals ahsent,
median fins more or less long. Skin naked or containing small
hidden scales (48). ANGUILLIDAE and OPHICHTHYIDAE
( The OPhichthyidaa are distinguished from the
A nguillidae by the absence of a caudal, and the
dersal and anal terminate in lront of the pointe~
end of the caudal peduncle.)
..../ ...-.
,28 *
*
Dorsal, anal and vsntral providsd with spiny rays. ~
Fins without spines, nasal appendices prsssnt or not~ )~
29 * Ventrals 1rescnt, rc.ycd dcraal including a series of spines united
by membranes. Body not anguilliform and snout without a rostral
append:J.x. 30
* Ventrals absent, spines ~f the dorsal independent. Bodyanguilliform and snout provided with a rostral appendix (57,23).
MASTACEMBELIDAE
30 * Dorsal c~ntinuous, with anterior spiny rays and postericr s0ft
rays (10). 3"-
" Anterior dorsal, spiny and separat, from, or continuous with, theposterior d~rsal (11), fr<)mwhich it is separated only by a notch.
Posterior dorsal largely soft. 33
bonps generally spiny.31 * 2 nostrils on eithsr side. OpercularAnal possessing 3 or more spines (5;
* 1 nostril on either slde. Opercular
3 or iI;orr,t"ines (5'\). CICHLID.'.~~
bones not spiny. Anal p"ssessing
.' ',~
32 * Suprabranchial cavity present (60). Lateral line clearly apparent.
J.NABANTIDAE* Suprabranchial cavity absent. Lateral line very short cr absent (61).
W,NDIDAE
33 * Opercular bones spiny. Rigid spiny dorsal r~ys. Ventrals never
united. Gill msmbranes fres. Large species (62). C~NTROpa~IDAE
* Opercular bones not spiny, flexible spiny dorsal rays, ventrals
often united and forming a sort of sucker (63,64). Gill membranes
more or less widely fused to the isthmus. li
34 * Separate ventrals. E~EOTRIDAE
* . Ventrals united forming an adhesive sucker. GCBIIDAE
35 *
*
Body scaly, teeth not fused into a beak,
Body covered with small erectile spines.
Ventrals absent. Body thickset and m~re
TT,TRAODONTIDAE
ventrals ~resent.
Teeth fused into
~rless spherical
~
a beak.
(65,66).
*
*
Body elongete, dorsal and anal long, pecterals sherter than the
head, ventrals not filamentous. With nasal appendices (67).
~%&~~g!~ra{el~P~I~g~t~~IDt~~sal and anal short. Pectorals
longer than head, ventrals filament~us. No nasal appendices (68).
PANTODONTIDAE
KEY FOR :;rHEIDEN'l;IFICATIONOF THE GE1'IDRAOF
AFRICAN FRESH"ATER FISH
( The figures in brackets refer to the diab~&~S on pages 68 to
11'.i4of Poll 1957)
POLYPTERIDAE
1 * Ventrals present, body elongate but net anguilliform; pinnules
fairly numerous (74,75) Polypterus
* Ventrals absent, body anguilliform, pinnules reduced in number
(77) Calamoichthys
CLUPllIDAE
1 * Abdominal soales distinctly keeled. Premaxillary teeth rather
strongly developed ( Cong~ basin) (21, 78) ~ .s* Pre-ventral abdominal scales ,nly feebly or not keeled (79).
Premaxillary teeth small (Lake Tanganyika) or absent(South Africa) 6
.... / ....
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* Lower jaw not or only slightly prognatheus (80)• Dehti tion weak
~r anterior mandibular te~th large but without strongly deve10ped
canines on each jaw (82b). l
* Lower jaw clearly prognathous, some canines on ohe jaw 6r the
ether (78,85,86). 2.
3 * Scales longer than the myotomes, 33 along the l~ngtitudinai' series,
8 in the transverse sGries (80), maximum length Cern. Poecilothrissa
* Scales not larger than the myotomes, 38-45 along thelongtitudinal series,
10-12 in the transverse series. i
4 * Dorsal with 16-18 rays, situated above br imme~iately behind the
insertion of the ventrals, anal 16-21, branchiospines 26-33 on the
l~ier segment of the first gill-arch. About 45 scales in longtitudinal
series, 11-15 in transverse series, dentition fairly well developed,
toncue pr~vided with a patch of small teeth (81, 82, 82b), maximum
length 14 em. Pellonula
* Dorsal with 12-1~ rays,' variable in nosition. Anal 17-25 rays,
branchiospines 14-27, 38-45 scales in longtitudinal series, 10 in
transverse series; dentition sometimes minute, tongue without teeth
(83, 84); maximum length 75 em. Microthrissa
5 * Premaxilla with an inner series of 2 or 4 (rarely 1) strongly developea
teeth resembling canines, on each side (85, 87), maximum length 16 em.
Cynothrissa* Premaxillary teeth in one series, with 1 canine on each side, lower jaw
with a pair of canines (86); maximum length 16 em. Odaxothrissa
6 * Teeth present either on the faws, or on the palate; ventral insertion
not preceding the origin of the dorsal (Lake Tanganyika). 1
* Teeth absent ventrals inserted weill in advance of the level of the
origin of the dorsal, maximum length 7 em. Gilchristella
7 * Uaxilla narrow proximally and enlarged distally. Tongue and palate
without teeth (69, 90); maximuu1 length 10 em. Stollothrissa
* Maxillary broad along entire length. A patch of teeth on each palatine
bone and on the tongue (79, 88, 88b), maximum length 17 em. Limnothrissa
NOTOPTIRIDAE
1 * Dorsal present, adult attaining 60 em, in length. Not~pterus
* Dorsal absent, adult only attaining 20 em. in length. Xenomystus
MOR1lYRIDAE
1 * Anal and dorsal very different in length, one messuring more than
double the other. ~* Anal and dorsal little different in proportions, anal 0.6 to 2 times
(at the maximum) as long as dorsal. 3
2 * Anal very short oompared to dorsal (93). Maximum length 65 em.
llioruI.¥rus* Anal very long, about 5 times length cf dorsal (94). Maximum length
50 em, Hyperopisus
3 * Ventrals closer to anal than to the pectorals. Body elongate (95).
Maximum length 22 em. Isichthys
* Ventrals equidistant from the anal and the pectorals, or closer to
the pectorals. Body fairly elongate. !
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4 * Teeth arranged in several rows, villiform, mouth terminal, with a
mental appendage (96, 97). Maximum length 50 em. Genyomyrus* Teeth arranged in a single row, variable in number, Mouth terminal
or inferior, mental appendage present.or absent. 2
5 * Teeth situated along the entire border of the jaw, 10-36 teeth on
each jaw; no mental appendage. ~
* Teeth situated in the middle of the jaws, 3-10 on each jaw, mental
appendage present or absent. I
6 * Mouth terminal or sub-terminal. Nostrils separate and distant from
the eye (98, 99), maKimum length 150 em. Mcrmyrops
* Mouth inferior, nostrils close to each other and close to the eye
(100, 101); maximum length 20 em. Petrocephalus
7 * Neither of the 2 nostrils approaching the junction ~f the l~ps
(102). 8
* One of the nostrils approaching the junction of the lips (103,
104); maximum length 12 em. Stomatorhinus
8 * One pair of strong incisors on the lower jaw, Mouth inferior and
without a mental appendage. 2
*Upper and lower teeth similar. 10
9 * Teeth of the upper jaw slender and conical, anal much shorter
than the dorsal, maximum length 43 cm. Myomyrus
* Teeth of the upper jaw obtuse or bicuspid; anal and dorsal the
same length, maximum length 31 cm. Para~y~~yrus
10 * Mouth ventral (inferior) or sub-terminal, without a mental appen-
dage, although sometimes with a slight globular swelling (198);
maximum length 32 cm. Msrcusenius
* Mouth terminal or sub~terminal. Snout short or more ~r less
elongated into a pipette. Mental appendage fairly long (109,110,
Ill); maximum len[th 65 cm. Grathonemus
CHARACIDAE
1 * Upper jaw with 1 or 2 rows of teeth and in this case sometimes an
exceptional displacement of 2 teeth. 2
* Upper jaw with 3 rows of teeth (112, 113), maximum length 18 cm.
Bryoonaethiops
2 * Upper jaw carry a single row of teeth (115, 117). 3
* Upper jaw carrying two rows of teeth, the externals being the
smaller (114). !
3 * Both jaws furnished with one row of large teeth, upright, tnangular
and visible to the naked eye. Adult length exceedin9 30 cm. (115,116) and reaching 150 cm. Hydrocyon (now Hydrooynus)
* Both jaws furnished with one row of very small conical teeth
sloping inwards. Adult len[th less than 5 cm. (117, 118).
Clupeop6tersius .
4 * Lower jaw bearing 2 rows of teeth, the seond more or less reduoed
(n9, 120). 2
* Lower jaw bearing 1 row of teeth (127, 129). 8
5 * Internal tooth row of lower jaw comprising only 2.simple teeth. ~
* Internal tooth row of lower jaw oomprising numerous small simple
teeth. Teeth of the external row simple and of unequal length
(120, 121, 122), maximum length 35 cm. Hepsetus
6 * Teeth .of the internal
* Teeth of the internal
maximum length 46 cm.
row of the upper jaw not excavate (1;33).I
row of the upper jaw excavate (114, 124);
Alestes
•7 * Lateral line complete (125), maximum length 10 em. Micralestes
* Lateral line incomplete - 7 bis
Tbis* Lateral line incomplete, usually tetminating before the middle of the
body (126), maximum length 10cm. phtnacogrammus
* Body less than 3 times longer than deep~black spot on caudal peduncle,
anal at least III 21, lateral line variable, more or less abbreviated
(rarely complete), dention as Micralestes but the inner mandibular
teeth sometimes rudimentary or absent Bat~yaethiops
8 * Lateral line complete (128). 2
Lateral line incomplete, usually terminating before the middle of the
body, genus otherwise very similar to genus Petersius (dubious genus),
maximum length 10 em. Hemigrammopetersius
9 * Scales on the flanks hardly discernable, upper jaw teeth number 4-6
(externals) and 8 (internals) lower jaw 8; maximum length 10 em.
(127, 126). Petersius
* Scales of the lateral line and lower rows much smaller than those of
the supralateral rows; upper jaw teeth number 8 (externals), 10
(internals), lower jaw 10, maximum length 7 em. (129). Arnoldichthys
CITHARINIDAE
1 ! Mouth widely gaping, premaxilla elongate and mobile (131), teeth
immobile, caniform or slightly compressed or lobed; the two halves
of the lower jaw fused. 2
* Mouth narrowly gaping, premaxilla nqrmal and immobile or very slightly
mobile, teeth mobile, slender, emarginate or bifid; the two halves of
the lower jaw articulated. 10
! * Teeth in a single row along the external border of the jaws. 1
* Two rows bf teeth in the jaws or a patch of internal teeth. 2
3 * Teeth not bicuspid and including some more ~r less numerous canines
anteriorly. 4-
* Teeth bicuspid, absent from the anterior part of the upper jaw (134,
135), maximum length 10 em. Hemistichodus
4 * Snout about as long as the post-orbital region of the head. TWd
canines in the upper jaw, 3 canines in the lower jaw, maxillary not
bordering the mouth. Fon~aelle present (131, 132, 133); maximum
length 18 em. Phagoborus
* Snout at least 2 times long as high. ~he 8-9 anterior teeth of the
beak are well developed on both sides and on both jaws. The maxillary
is marginal, situated at ~he corner of the mouth (130), maximum length
23. em. Gavialocharax
5 * Internal row of teeth composed of a series of teeth parallel to the
external row. 6
* Internal row of teeth, comprising a patch of small teeth, 4 canines
in the upper jaw, 3 in the lower jaw. Maxillary not bordering the
mouth. Fontanelle present (136, 137, 138), maximum length 20 em.
Ichthyoborus
6 * No canines. 1* Some Clear canines (2 pairs in the lower jaw separated by 2 small
teeth, and 2 pairs in the upper jaw). Maxillary bordering the mouth
(139, 140), maximum length 25 em. Mesoborus
7 * Rostrum nearly the same length or shorter than the post-orbital
distance. Maxillary bordering the mouth. 8
* Rostrum slim and tapering, longer than the post~orbital distance.
Length small. ~ffixillarynot bordering the mouth (141, 142); maximum
length 12 em. Belonophago
!••
8 *
*
Scales small and soft, morE
Scales large and very hard,
Fontanelle absent. (143).
25 -
Uan 60 along thco latoral line. .2-
less than 50 along the lateral line.
Phago.
*
*
9 Anterior external teeth slightly larger than the others, always
visible on the l.wer jaw. Fontanelle absent (144, 145); maximum
length 13 em. Paraphago.
External teeth all the same size. Fontanelle present ( 146, 147,
148, 149, 150), maximum length 30 em. Eugnatichthys.
10 * Scales ctenoid (147), body more or less compressed. 11
* Scales cycloid (151, 152, 153). Body short and very c;mpressed;
maximum length 75 em. Citharinus.
11 * Gill membranes fused to the isthmus (154) 16
* Gill membranes not fused to the isthmus (156!. 12
12 *
*
Gill membranes not fused together. Head large, snout obtuse
(155, 156); maximum length more than 10 em; 1l
Gill membranes fused togcother across the isthmus. He,_d more or
less compressed. Snout more or less pointed (158); maximum length
less than 10 em. ll. -
13 *
*
Teeth minute, fine and pointed, arranged in one series. A large
adipose dorsal present. Anal with 20-21 rays (155); maximum length
26 em. Citharidium.
Teeth very small and biscuspid, arranged in 2 or 3 sGries. A small
adiposG dorsal present. bnal with 14-16 rays (156, 157); maximum
length 26 em. Xenocharax.
14 *
*
Less than 45 scales alon£ the lateral line. 12
More than 55 seales along the lateral line (159); maximum length
7 em. Microstomatichthyoborus.
15 *
*
Lateral line complete and adipose dorsal present; maximum length 6
ern. ( 158, 160, 161) Nannaethiops.
Lateral line very incomplete, adip.se dorsal absent or no~ maximum
length 6 em. (162) Neolebias.
18 * Lateral line complete. Maximum length 8 em. (166).
* Lateral line incomplete. Naximun length 5 em. (163).
Nannocharax.
Hemigrammocharax.
CYPRINIDAE
1
2
* 7 or less branched rays in the anal; development of the- sub-orbitals
and position of the lateral line variable. ~
* More than 7 branched rays in the anal; suborbitals always large and
covering the cheek, lateral line not mid-lateral. 11
* Sub-orbitals narrow and not covering the cheek; lateral line median
or nearly so along the caudal peduncle. d
* Sub-orbitcils large, cov8rine, the cheek; lateral line running along
the lower part of the caudal peduncle. Rasbora •
"
.... 1....
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* No inferior labial disk (168, 169), but sometimes a suoker formed
from the thickening of the lips (179) • 1
* Labial disk presont in the form of a fairly well developed sucker on
the chin (167, 170). Gill_slits limited to the sides of the headl
maximum length 16 em. ~a (synonym Discognathus)
* Lips normal, without a horny sheath (168, 174, 175); mouth terminal,
superior or inferior, 2
* Lips more or less developed but with a horny she~th on their external
~r internal border (169,179); mouth always inferior. lQ .
* Eyes absent or minute (171, 173), trogloditic and hypogean species,
Bcales visible or hiJden beneath the.skin - b
* Eyes present, normal, clearly visible, (174,175) scalesncrmal end
clearly visible - ~
6 * Body scaly, dorsal provided with a simple ossified ray, eye invisible
in the adult (171); maximum length 10 .m. Caecobsrbus
* BodS naked, scdes hidden or abs,..nt all dorsal rays flexible. 1.
7 * Lye more or less reduced but present.O.33 to 0.12 in interorbital
width, pharyngoal teeth in 2 rows, scales present but hidden beneath
the skin, body more or less pigmented (172) maximum length 6 em -
Barbopsis.
Eye absent, lateral line clearly visibl~pharyngeal teeth in 3 rows,
completely unpigmented, maximum length 6.5 cm. (173) - PhreatichtnYB~
8 * One pair of barbels inserted at the tip of the lOWEr jaw as well as
buccal barbels inserted at the angle of the mouth; maximum length 4.5 em.
Xenobarbus
o
* Barbels presnt or abs0nt, but not including any mandibular barbels
ins~rted at the tip of tho lowor jaw. 2
9
10
* Mouth superior with the maxilla nearly vertical, very protractile
forwards, lower jaw prognathous; planktonophagic (175,176), maximum
length 4 cm. Coptostomarbarbus
* Mouth terminal or inferior, with the maxil12 almost horizontal, fairly
protractile downwards; lower jaw not prognathous; ominovorous (174, l74b
177, 182); maximum length very variable botween 2.5. - 90 em. Barbus,
* Lips well developed, herny sheath on the internal border (178, 179);
maximum length 80 cm. Labeo (see foetnote)
* Lower lip absent and replaced by an horny she,"th on the external border
maximum length 65 cm. Varicorhimus (see footnote)
11 * Anal with 8-9 branched rays, (small size) (181), maximum length 8.5
cm. LeptocYj'ris.
* Anal with less than 10 branched rays. E
12
13
1
2
* Origin of the dorsal situated in front of that of the anal. Belly not
keeled and head often furnished with nuptial tubercules. Body ornawented
with transverse bands, but not always (183, 184); maximum length 50 em.
(generally less). Barilius.
* OriGin of the dorsal above or behind that of the anal, never any
nuptial tubercules nor any transverse bands (187, 188). 11
* Belly keeled between the pectorals which are short (185,187); maximum
length 10 em, Engraulicypris,
* Belly heled between the pectprals which are long ( 186,188); m"ximum
length 11 em. - Chelaethiops •.'
"",BAGRIDA'
i * Solll'€teeth on tho palate, in " ebnd or in one or several ov&1 groups. 2
, No teeth on the palate .2-
f* Do/sal prov:i,dedwith 10 or more rays. 1
* D"rsal provided with 6-8 rays • ..A. •••• / ••••
34
5
*
*
*
*
*
*
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Dorsal oomprising 10 rays, maxillary barbels long and nasal barbels
present, ,eye with free border (189); maximum length 110 cm. Bagrus
Dorsal ccmprising 14-15 ray,s" maxillary ,barbels short, nasal barbels
absent, eye without a free bcrder (190); maximum length 12 cm.
Notoglanidium
Nasal barbels present. ,2
Nasal barbels absent. Maxillary barbels in the form ,of simple
filaments or terminating in a fcliaceous expansicns (191, 192);
maximum length 10 em. Pbyllonemus.'
EYe with a free border. 6
EYe without a free border; lower jaw very prognathcus. Adipose
dorsal not greater than the eye (small size) (193, 194); maximum
length 20 cm. Amarginops
6 *
*
Caudal fcrked, length more than 10 cm. 1
Caudal rcunded, small size; less than 10 cm. (195).
progna thcus. Adipose dor;',1 greater than the eye;
9 cm. Lophiobagrus
Lower jaw not
maximum,length
7 *
*
Lower jaw not prognathous. Mandibular teeth not apparent. Large
size. 8
Lower jaw prognathous, exposing the teeth (197, 198); maximum length
20 cm. Gnathobagrus
8 *
*
Adipose
150 em.
Adipose
(196);
dorsal always entirely soft (199, 200); maximum length
ChrysichthYs
dorsal subtended by a spiny ray (at least in the adult)
maximum length 85 cm. Clarotes
9 *
*
Nasal barbels
Gephyroglanis
Nasal barbels
present,
(201);
absent.
sometimes very
maximum length
10
short. General aspect of
50 cm. Gephyroglanis
10
11
*
*
*
*
Anterior nostril situated above the,upper lip; maximun length 6 cm.
(202, 203). Leptoglanis~
Anterior nostril situated on the upper lip. 11
EYe without a free border (205, 206); mouth wide, teeth arranged
in narrow bands; maximum length 25 cm. Parauchenoglanis
EYe with a free border (204, 205); mouth narrow, teeth arranged in
oval or kidney-shaped patches; large size, maximum length 100 em.
Auchenoglanis
CLARIIDAE
11
2
*
*
*
*
EYes present, sometimes very small; body usually darkly pigmented
2
EYes absent, body completely unpigmented, living in subterranian
waters (222, 223); maximum length 25 em. Uegitglanis.
Two dorsal fins, the anterior rayed, the posterior adipose (207,
209). 3
A Single-rayed dorsal (211 to 222). ~
3 *
*
Adipose
lateral
170 cm.
Adipose
regions
dorsal large, cranium superficial and complete, with the
regions protected by bony scutes (207, 208); ~aximum length
Heterobranchus
small, cranium superficial and incomplete, with the lateral
not protected by bony scutes. Dino topterus
,.
_ 2$ •
4 * Eye with a free border, i.e. its margin marked by s groove, median fins
confluent or not, generally net. 2
* "£yewithout a fr8e border, Le. without groovo a 'ound the margin, its
limits imprGfis8~ medi~n fins alw&ys conflu&n~. b
5 * Cranium superficial, l,.t"ral dex.mel benE.s variously developed. Vomerineond pre maxillary teeth forming non-continuous bands (211, 212),
maxim.m l"ngth very vuriable, reaching 130 em. Clarias
* Cranium not superficial, but sub-cutaneous, very narrow and without any
lateral dermel bones. Vomerine and premaxillary teeth forming continuous
bands (213, 213 bis); maximum length 33 em. Tanganikallabes.
6
7
*
*
*
Body depth 15-20 times in length; paired fins present or absent. 1
Body deplh maximum 10 times in leng~h, pectorals and ventrals present
(except sometimes ventrals absent) (214, 215), maximum leng~h 26 em.
Clariallabes
Clarialla bes.
Temples inflated. Head more or less furrowed along the mid-dorsal line.
Cr&nial arch meusuring 0.14 to 0.25 times head width. 8
i
* Temples not inflated. Head flat dorsally. Craniel arch 0.20 to 0.33 times
the total width of the Head. Ventrals absent and prctorals vestigial
or absent. (216, 217); maximum lcngth 40 em. Channallabes.
8 * Ventrals present. Pcctorals prosent and provided with a spiny rey
(218, 219); maximum length 50 cm. Gymnallabes.
* Ventrals absent. Pectorals prosent and without & spiny ray (220,221),
maximum length 25 em. Doliehallabes.
SCHILBEIDAE
1 * No rayed dorsal, no teeth on the palate. 2
2
3
* Rayed dorsal. preE".:;nt,teeth on the ptllate (except in the genus
Siluranodon which is c01::pletGlytooth1JGss). 1.
* Adipose e.bsent. Small size (224), maximum. length 10 em. Purailia.
* .Adipos" present. Small size (225); maximum length 10 em. Physailia
* Adipose absent, !
* Jidiposo prosent 5
4 * Dorsal with a spiny ray. Teeth on the jaws tlnd on the palate (226),
maximum leng~h 35 cm. Schilbe.
* Dorsal without a spiny ray. No teeth on the jaws or on the palate (227),
maximum longth 18 em. Siluradon.
* 1 pair of mandibular barbels, internal pair missing. Small size (229);
maximwn length 8 em. Eutropicllus.
5 * 2 pairs of mandibular barbels. Length more than 10 em. 6
, * Vcntrals with 6 rays, air bltlddcr not prolonged from ventrals as fer as
origin of anal. I
* Ventrals with 9 re.ys, air bladder prolonged ~s far as tho c~udal end of the
e.nal (228); moximum length 18 em. Irvineia.
7 * Dorsal with 6 branched rays (exceptionally 5); 9 to 10 (rarely 8)
branchiospines (gillrakers) (230); maximum length 50 em. Eutropius.
12
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* Dorsal with 3-5 bnnchod rays; 8-9 br2nchiospines; maximum length 10 cm.
Pareutropius.
MOCHOCIDJ\E.
* Mandibular barbels branched; lips more or loss fleshy but not tr2nsforming
tho mouth into a flattoned "end circular sucker. £
* Mandibular barboJl:ssimple, unbranched; lips flattcJnod formilng a circular
oral suck<,r. .5.
* Eyo with a free border. 1
* Eye without a froe bordor, small sizo. ~
3 * Pectoral spino simple (231), adiposo dors8l not rayed; maximum length 72 cm.
Synodontis.
* A spiny process above the base of the pectoral spine, as ,,611 as a humeral
process (232), adipose dorsal finely rayed, maximum leng1h 5.5. cm.
Acanthocleithron.
4 * Posterior dorsal completely adipQso (23J), maximum length 10 em.
Microsynodontis.
* Posterior dorsal with branched rays (234); maximum longth 7 em. l~ochocus.
5 * Eye with a froG border, teeth at least partly truncate. S
*
*
*
Eye without a froo border, small size (235, 236). Teoth all conical;
maximum length 7 cm. Chiloglanis.
Premaxillary teeth pointed and curved; mandibu12r teeth truncato or
biscuspid (237, 238); maxi'Durtlen;;'th40 cm. Fuchilichthys.
Premaxillary and mandibular teeth truncate (239, 240); maximum length 10 em.
Atopochilus (see footnote)
1
HIPHILIDAE
* " Body naked, entirely lacking bony scutes (241 to 244). 2
* Bod;r with bony pln'luos at least along the dorsal and ventral lines (245 to
256). .4.
2 * Gill mombrcnes continuous across the isthmus, but not botched.
peduncle very narrow. External ray of the pectorals very thick
maximum length 20 em. Doume'a.
Caudal
(241, 242);
3
4
*
*
*
*
*
Gill membranccs continuous and decply notched. Caudal peduncle short and
deep. External rc'y of the poctorals more or less thickened. 3
Posterior nostril distant from the: eyo; pectoral reaching tho level of
the dorsal oriCin; adipose dorsal sepe:rate from the caudel (243, 244);
maximurc length 21 em. Amphilius.
Posterior nostril conti guous with the border of the eye; pectoral not
reaching the level of tho dorsal origin; adipose ,dorsal confluent with
the caudal; maximurc length 6 em. Paramphilius.
Lateral bony scutes on the body, some in front of the ventrals, 2nd some
others both dorsally and ventrally. .5.
No lateral body scutes in front of the ventra Is; dorsal and ventral
scut es only. 6
..... f
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* Adipose dorsal and pectorals provided with spines. Ventro-lsteral scutes
very largo (245, 246, 247), maximum length 9 cm. Bolonoglanis.
* A spino preceding th" dorsal, adipose dorsal and poctore1s. Ventro-1atera1
.scutes no lergor than tho others (248, 249, 250); waximw:; longth 5 cm.
Trachyg1arlis.
6 * Dorsal Orl[;J.nin front of tho b8sc of tho ventrals, no spiny rGY in front
of the poctors1s or adipose dorsal. 1
* Dorsal origin "bove tlw b8se of the
2 spiny r",yprecoding tho poctoruls
maximum len£th 5 cm. Andersonia.
vGntrals, or only slightly in advancc(
end the adipose dorsal (251, 252. 253),
pointed processes.
2-
7
1
* Only premaxillary teeth pre.sGnt (254, 255, 256), msximu", length 12 cm.
Paraphractura.
* Both maxJ.IIary and premaxillary teoth presont (257), maximum length 10cm.Psraphractura.
CY~RINODONTIDAE.
* No branchiostega1 rays facing posteriorly forming
Ventrals separate fron,tho bese of tho pectorals.
* One or two branchiostega1 rays on each side, separate from tho others and,
projecting posteriorly as pointod processos. Vontrals situatod antoriorly,
under or noarly under tho basG of tho pectorals, maximum IGngih 5 cm
(268 bis) Procstopus.
2 * 5celos cycloid (260), length not roaching 10 cm. 1
** Scales ctonoid ( thE; tooth alol1& tho bordor of the scales aro very minutG),
largo size, roaching 13.5 cm (258, 259). Lamprichthys.
3 * Poctora1s insertod vory low on tho low(.r half of thG flanks (262, 264).
Pro-orbital very nerrow, always narrower thsn half tho diamoter of tho oYG
(261, 263) .4.
* Pectorals insertod along tho ~QddlG of tho flanks (266, 268). Pro- orbital
broad, always at loast half tho diamoter of tho eye (267). £
4 * Distal half of tho maxillary not includod in tho skin, froo and vGry
mobilo in front (261). PrefilG of tho snout ~uito sharp, snout and hoad
strongly flattonod. Origin of thG dorsal on a love1 with the middle of
tho base ef tho anal or moro posterior. C~udA1 of tho male generally
more filamentous in the midd10. Maximum lenGth 5 to 7 em. (262).
Epipla~s
* Distal half of tho maxillary included in tho skin nearly to tho tip (263),
hardly mobilo or even immobilo. 5nout profilo rounded. 2
5 * HOE.d widor thLn or CiS wide DS, the depth at the occiput. Body 01ong8te,
not thickset. Dorsal orgin variable in position, caudal of tho malo ofton
fnirly filamontous at the uppor and lower margins, maximwr, longth loss than
5 cm. (264). Aphyosomion.
* Head doepor than wido at tho occiput. Body thicksot, orlgJ.n of the dorsal
abovo that of tho anal or moro anterior. Csuda1 of tho malo roundod.
Maximum length botwoon 5 to 10 em. (265). Nothobrsnchius.(sGO footnoto)
6 * Abdomon strongly comprossed, at least in tho malo. Body doep, dopth
usually iliessthan 3.5 timos in tho body lengih; vontrals littlo distant
from poctorEls, maximuc, 10ngth loss than 5 em (266) Hypsopanehax.
* Abdomon not compressed. 1
7 * Body morG or loss e10mgato, its dopth usually 3.5 to 4 times in body length;
ventra1s distinctly soperatod from tho pectors1s, maxiGllm longth 5 to 7
cm. (267, 268) Jip10cheilichthys (soe footnoto)
* Buccal teoth cOulp1etc1y absent, anterior vontra1 rays spiny... Pantanodon.• -11 •• 7 -
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MASTSCEMEELIDAE
1 * Fish with external eyes, pigmentation normal, Mastaoembelus
* Blind fish, eyes reduoed and internal, rudimentary pigmentation
Caeoomastaoembelus
CICHLIDAE
With the exoeption of genera from lakes Tanganyika and Nyasa
LYhich can be determined as follows:
Nyasa: Trewavas, E. (1935) The cichiid fishes of Lake Nyasa.
Ann.Mag.Nat.Hist. (10), 16: 65--118.
Tanganyika: Poll, M. (1956). PoiSsons Cichlidae. loration
drobiolo i ue du lac Tan anika. 1 46-1 4
Resul tats Scientifiques. 1. (5B) .: 597-613, which forms
the basis of the subsequent part "OICHLIDAE FROM LAKE
TANGANYIrqJi
1 * More than 3 spines in the anal, or only a single lateral line 2
* At most 3 spines in the anal, always 2 lateral lines. 2
2 * 1 mediam lateral line, ventrals with medium rays the longest
(269, 271) 3
* 2 lateral lines; ventrals with rays variously elongated. i
3 * Teeth all conical including some canines differentiated in front;
pharyngeal very short and with very divergent branches, with
non-molariform teeth (269, 270), maximum length 7.5 em. Telogramma
* Teeth cuspid, those of the external series bicuspid, those of the
internal series tricuspid, pharyngeal in the form of an equilateral
triangle, with slightly diverging branches, pharyngeal teeth
non-molariform (271, 272) maximum length 6.5 em. Gobiocichla
4 * Teeth at least partly conical, pharyngeal teeth molariform 4 bis.
* Teeth ouspidate, externals bicuspid, internals tricuspidate,
pharyngeal teeth not molariform; maximum length 45 em. Tilapia.
partim.
4bis * Teeth partly conical, partly cuspidate, those of the external series
rather large, partly conical, partly bicuspid, followed by 1 to 2
series of small tricuspid teeth; pharyngeal teeth molariform.
Ventrals with the external rays longer (273, 274, 275); maximum
length 15 om. Astatoreoohromis
,* Teeth all oonioal, 6-10 oanines in front of eaoh jaw followed by
a band of smaller teeth. Pharyngeal teeth molariform. Ventrals
with the medium rays longer than the others; maximum length 10 om.
Lamprologus.
5 * Teeth arranged in numerous series (8 to 10) or in a band (at least
in the adult), teeth cuspid or conical, or setiform (bristle-shaped),
or with an enlarged crown and curved backwards. 6
* Teeth arranged in a few series, 7 at most but generally less.
Teeth ouspid or conical. 10
6 * Teeth mostly oonical and quite short. 7
* Teeth long and with a very slender base7 very numerous, with an
enlarged crown and curved backwards, exclusively cuspid in the outer
series; pharyngeal teeth not molariform but fine and densely packed
1
7 * External series of teeth on the 2 jaws bio~spid or unicuspid,
internal series of teeth in wide bands both anteriorly and
laterally; pharyngeal teeth cuspid (Lake Victoria). 8
* Teeth stronger, conical and quite short, in 7 to 8 series in the
centre but less numerous on the sides, caniform in the external
series; pharyngeal teeth molariform (279, 280, 281); maximum length
26 em. He.terochromis
8 * Lower jaw broad with teeth also on the ascending branoh on the
dentaryi maximum length 17 em. Hoplotilapia (Lake Victoria)
•
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* Lower jaw stout with the tip rounded; with anterior teeth
aggregated into 2 pyriform (pear-shaped) patches; maximum
length 15 em. PlatYtasniodus (Lake Victoria)
9 * External teeth bicuspid with an enlarged crown, asymmetrically
cuspidate and obliquely truncate. Branchiospines (gill-rakers)
15 to 16 in number, (282, 283, 284); maximum length 22cm.
Chilochromis.
* External teeth tricuspid with an enlarged crown, symmetrically
cuspidate, mostly with a regularly rounded type of cusp, the
lateral cusps having a tendency to be reduced externally.
Branchiospines 5 to 9 in number (285, 286 and 287); maximum
length 15 em. Neophar,vnx
subconti .guous to base of the
molariform; very small size
Nanno:chromis
i
10 * Upper lateral line well separated from the base of the dorsal
fin. 11
* Upper lateral line contiguous or
dorsal fin; pharyngeal teeth not
(288, 289); maximum length 7 em.
11 * Buccal
12
* Buccal
teeth all vertical and conical or more or less curved inwards.
teeth at least partly cuspidate. 18
12 * External teeth not obviously stronger (except sometimes 2 teeth
in the centre of the jaws), not obliquely truncate, and curved
inwards. 13
* External teeth enlarged and strong, with an obliquely truncate
crown and curved inwards, in 2 to 5 series; maximum length 15 em.
Macropleurodus(Lake Victoria)
.13 * More than 2 series of conical teeth, the externals larger, with 2
stronger canines; pharyngeal teeth not molariform (290, 291, 292);
maximum length 27cm. Hemichromis.
* No larger median teeth in the external series; 1 to 8 series of
teeth. 14
14 * Teeth conical at all stages, in 1 to 7 series (most often less
than 6), pharyngeal bone triangular or sub-triangular, never in the
shape of a rounded dish, jaws equal, 0, the lower jaw longer and
prognathous. 15* Teeth conical and curved inwards in the adult only,. long, fine
and slightly spatulate with cusps in the young; 4 to 8 series of
teeth (more numerous in the adult). Pharyngeal in the form of
a rounded dish, teeth all slender; lower jaw shorter than the upper
jaw; maximum length 12.5 em. (293, 294, 295, 296). CyclopharyTIX
all fine. Depth of body 2.25 to 3.25 in the
16
more or less massive and molariform, at least
Depth of body 2 to 2.66 times in the standard
* Pharyngeal teeth
standard length.
*-Pharyngeal teeth
in the centre.
length. 17
16 * 25 to 30 scales in a longitudinal series LSee ichthyological
techniques7;2 to 5 series of scales on the cheek. 7 to 12
soft rays-in the dorsal, 6 to 9 soft rays in the anal. Posterior
palate with a papillose pad on each side of the pharynx, generally
well developed and close to the insertion of the gill arches.
Lower jaw not or hardly prognathous; maximum length 7 to 16 em.
(297, 298, 299, 300). Pelmatochromis
* 30 to 41 scales in a longitudinal series LSee ichthyological
techniques~; 5 to 10 series of scales on the cheek; 10 to 16
soft rays in the dorsal and 7 to 13 soft rays in the anal.
Yapillose pads near to the insertion of the gill-arches less
developed. Lower jaw very prognathous. Maximum length 24 to
35 em. (301, 302). Serranochromis.
15
17 * Dorsal profile much more convex that the ventral profile. Lower
lateral line commemcing very far forward in respect to the posterior
extremity of the upper lateral line. Caudal truncate or notched,
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very scaly. Anal with 7 to 8, rarely 9 soft rays. 32 to 60
scales in a longitudinal series. Maximum length 22 to 29 em.
(303, 304, 305, 306). 1Ylochrcmis
* Dorsal profile hardly more convex than the ventral profile.
Lower lateral line commencing, as in most cichlids, under the
soft dorsal fin. Caudal rounded and only slightly scaly. Anal
with 9 to 10 soft rays, 34 to 37 scales in a longitudinal series.
maximum length 20 em. (307. 308). Haplochromis partim
18 * 19 to 21 spines in the dorsal. Ventrals with the median rays
longer than the others. 19
* Less than 19 spines in.the-dorsal. Ventrals with marginal rays
longer than the others; cheek usually possessing some scales. 20
19 * Head possessing a swelling or adipose crest, mcre or less
developed, on the occiput. Body moaerataly elongate, more than 4
times longer than deep. External teeth bicuspid, internal teeth
tricuspid, the median teeth sometimes stronger and becoming
incisiform in certain species (309 to 314); maximum length 8 cm.
Steatocranus
* Head not possessing an B..diposecrest. Body elongate (4.5 to
5.5 times as long as deep). External teeth bi::,',spid,internal
teeth tricuspid (certain teeth sometimes conical) (315, 316, 317);
maximum length 15 cm. Leptotilapia
20 * Teeth of the external row not uniform nor simply cuspid nor conical.
21
* Teeth simply cuspid or conical, possessing no special features;
teeth not clearly larger in front nor curving inward in the
external series. 22
21 * Anterior external teeth longer than the other external lateral
teeth, unicuspid and sloping forwards; maximum length 8 cm.
Paralabidochromis (Lake Victoria~
* External teeth forming a series of juxtaposed &lements, broad, not
cuspid and strongly sloping backwards, arranged in one uninterrupted
series, which is followed by 2 to 3 series of very small tricuspid
teeth (318, 319); maximum length 10 cm. Schubotzia (Lake Edward)
22 * Teeth always cuspid,.Pharyngeal teeth fine. Scales cycloic.
Maximum length of the adult 45 cm. Depth of body 1.75 to 2.66
times in standard length. Branchiospines 8 to 25 in number (rarely
less than 10 and conversely more than 12 in many species) on the
lower segment of the first gill-arch. Often a large dark
"tilapia mark" at the base of the soft dorsal. (320, 321, 323).
Tilapia par tim
* Teeth cuspid or conioal. Pharyngeal teeth fine, obtuse or
molariform. Scales generally partly ctenoid. Maximum length of
the adult never large, reaching 20 cm. only. Depth of body 2.5
to more than 3 times in stdndard length. Brancniospines 7 to 12
in number (ra~c~~ more or less), on the lower segment of the first
gill-arch. No large dark "tilapia mark" on the origin of the
soft dorsal, but often some coloured ocelli on the anal (324).
Haplochromis par tim
CICHLIDAE FROM LAKE TANGANYIKA.
All the genera are endemic except Tilapia, Haplochromis and
I,cnprologus
1 * Anal with a maximum of 3 spines. 2
* Anal with 4 - 10 spines. 44
2 * Teeth cf the external series at least partly tricuspid. 3
* Teeth of the external series not tricuspid, but on the contrary,
bicuspid, conical or some other form. 10
3 * Dorsal comprising 15-20 spines; teeth tricuspid including at least
partly, the external teeth (never beccming conical). 4
•• I
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* Dorsal compr~s~ng 12-15 spines; teeth tricuspid •.or possessing
the tendency to.become conical in the adult, or a mixture with
conioal teeth. 2
4 * 10 to
arch;
* 18 to
arch;
16 branchiospines on the lower segment of the
maximum length 12 to 21 lorn. (325, 326, 327).
27branchiospines on the l,,'.'orsegment of the
maximum length 31 to 37 em. (328, 329, 330).
first gi11-
Petrochromis
first gi11-,
Tilapta par tim
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
* 34 to 43 scales in a longitudinal series. 6* 48 to 64 scales in a longitudinal series; teeth weakly tricuspid
tending to become conical, the external teeth of the lower jaw
directed outwards; maximum length 21 em. (331, 332). Cyathopharynx
par tim
* Snout feebly projecting, mouth subterminal; teeth tricuspid tending
to become conioal in the adult; depth of body at l@ast 4 times in
standard length. 7* Snout strongly proJecting, mouth ventral; teeth small and tricuspid
in a narrow band (2 series); body depth 5 times in standard length
ventrals not filamentous (335, 335); maximum length 11 cm-
Asprotilapia
* Teeth fixed, tricuspid or conical, in narrow bands, the external
teeth of the lower jaw directed outwards; teeth tending to become
conical. 8* Teeth moveable, tricuspid, in bands more or less wide, the external
teeth of the lO.wer jaw not directed outwards; some tricuspid teeth
in the adult as in the young. ~
* Pharyngeal with a heart-srGped area of teeth, slightly concave, with
the anterior process elongate and with articular apophyses situated
somewhat laterally (336, 337); maximum length 15 em. Cardiopharynx
partim
* Pharyngeal with a sub-triangular area of teeth, with the anterior
prooess moderately elongate and with artioular apophyses at the
posterior corners of the bone (344, 345, 346); maximum length 12 em.
Lestradea par tim
* Teeth all tricu~pid in numerous series; maximum length 14 em.
(341, 342, 343). Cunningtonia
* Teeth tricuspid in 3 to 5 series, except laterally where there is
a simple row of conical teeth; maximum length 14.5 em. (338, 339,
340). Ophthalmotilapia
* 27 to 42 scales in the lateral line. 11
* 44 to 96 scales in the lateral line. 34
* Teeth of the external series at least partly bicuspid. 12
* Teeth of the external series not biouspid. 18
12 * Mouth terminal, snout not convex, jaws nearly equal. 13
* Mouth subterminal, snout more or less convex, lower jaW-shorter;
premaxillary possessing a series of bicuspid teeth anteriorly and
conical teeth laterally, followed by a band of small tricuspid
teeth; maximum length 19.5 em. (347, 348, 349). Simochromis
13 * Lips normal, teeth varied. 14
* Thick lips with fairly large membranous expansions; 3 to 5 series
of compressed teeth, the external teeth bicuspid and the internal
teeth tricuspid in the young, all rounded or truncate without
terminal notches in the adult, maximum length 36.8 om. (350)
Lobochilotes
14 * Frontal region not swollen into a lump, more developed in the
adult; colouration not marked by 6 very wide vertical black bands.
12* Frontal region swollen into a lump, more developed in the adult,
external teeth bicuspid or partly bicuspid and conical, the internal
'" '.': .
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teeth the same (351, 352); maximum length 33 COl. Cyphotilapia
partim.
15 * Body depth 2.5 to 3.25 times in length, anal with or without
ocelli, no obvio~s black spot in front of the soft dorsal,
branchiospines few, 7 to 14in number, adult size usually small or
average; maximum length 26 cm. 16
* Body depth 1.95 to 3 times in standard length, anal wi i'>out ooelli,
a well marked black spot in front of the base of the soft dorsal,
branohiospines 7-9 or 20-27; external teeth bicuspid (sometimes
tricuspid) internal teeth all tricuspid; length reaching 33 to
50 om. and more (353, 354, 355,356) Tilapia partim.
16 * Caudal notched, branchiospines 10 to 14 in number on the lower
segment of the first gill-arch, anal without ocelli, external
teeth bicuspid or conical in part, the internal teeth mostly
tricuspid; maximum length 26.0 cm. (357). Limnotilapia
* Caudal rounded or sub-truncate. branchiospines 6 to 9 in number
(in one case 12 to 13) on the lower segment of the first gill-
arch, anal with or without ocelli; external teeth bicuspid or
oonical; maximum length 10.0 to 18.5 cm. 17
17 * Body compressed, 2.5 to 3.25 times long as deep, scales present
on the cheek and the breast (358); maximum length 19 cm.
Haplochromis partim* ~ody elongate, 3.4 to 3,85 times long as deep, scales absent from
the cheek and the bree' t (359); maximum length 10 cm. Orthochromis
18 * Less than 20 spines in the dorsal. 19
* More than 20 spines in the dorsal. 32
19
20
* Lips normal 20
* Thick lips wi th fa:',rlylarge membranous expansions; teeth all
rounded or truncate at the tip, without any terminal notch in the
adult; the external teeth bicuspid in the young; maximum length
36.8 cm (350) Lobochilotes partim (adult)
* Frontal regions not swollen into a lump, more developed in the
adult. 21* Frontal region swollen into a fairiy well developed lump; external
teeth conical or partly bicuspid, the internal teeth conical or
partly tricuspid; maximum length 31.5 cm (35~. 352). Cyphotilapia
partim (adult)
21 * Frontals, nasals, pre-orbitals, lower jaw and pre-operculars not
perforated with wide canals and wide apertures, 22
* Frontals, nasals, pre-orbitals, lower jaw and pre-operculars
perforated with wide canals and wide apertures. 3l
22 * External soft r~ of the ventrals obviously longer, about 2 times
longer than the internal; denti tion variable; no third ~,C1'~c:',,-l
line. 23
* Externar-r~ of the ventrals less than 2 times longer, or even
equal, or shorter than the internal; teeth conical, slopj.ng
outwards or not in the external row of the lower jaw; often a
third lower lateral line; maximum length 17.5 cm. Xenotilapia
partim.
23 * External teeth
horizontally.
* External teeth
horizontally.
of the
24
orthe
27
lower jaw not sloping forward morc or less
lower jaw sloping forward more or less
24 * Depth of body less than 4 times in length, except in 3 species but
where there are more than 19 branohiospines on the lower segment
of the first gill-archr* Depth of body 4.5 to'4.8 times; teeth conical and small, much
larger in the external series, 14 to 15 branchiospines on the
lower segment of the first gill-arch (360); maximum length 15 em.
Leptochromis
•• • •
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25 * EWediameter at most as long as the snout (exceptionally larger
in young), ordinarily shorter in adult:" 18ss than 35 scales in the
la teral line except in Lirr""0chronj,s mir::rolepidotus "hich bas 52
to 57; ventral filament of the male not terrri':Gi'atilJ'Sin a dQuble
expansion. 26
* EWediameter-large, clearly larger than the snout length, 35-37
scale s in the upper lateral line, ventral fU,amen ts of the cale
terminating in a whl ksh double expansion (36]., 362, 363, 364);
maximumlength 1:; em. Optllalmochrorr..Ls ptL "_::1
26 * Caudal notched cr sub ...truncate, cono.cal teeth in 2 '"0 4 series;
lower pharyngeal teeth small or somotimes noro or less enlarged
at the posterior cent:;.'e (365, 366, 367, 368, 369); m".:c:'.E':mlength
24 um~ LirID10chTOQis* Caudal ro"~d..'ed'-'o--r-';~l-,"h_J-.-.•,,".,na+.o' ~'r>c>-I-t. -; '1 2 -"0 t:; eo'-'r-1e.... J~'ln.....,;..<. ;;,)r .••• I.I.~'-'_.~v ~ ...•~ ..•• .....,"'_.1. •... "./ •.. - -~ .•....) •. - ....•
externals bicE8pic~) -L..9 i:1ter::a13 t::'iCU3pic1. (~iu\r.}n).le) 2.2.1~_jecor.l:Lng
conical in the adult; lower pharyngeal teet:, 13",['J.lexcep', in the
posterior centre where they are enlarged c."~.,iC:'1."'..J~~!:loJ.eJ:riforiJ (370);
maximumlength 19 a,n. Haplocr::,or.,is part:lm
27 * Teeth no-t cont.~'.nu01::'s i::l 2 to 3 se:r::ies, the int9::::.G.l teeth Eloping
backwards and not smaller th~~ the external tge~2~ ~8
* Teeth more or loss continun::s in 2 to 5 ceries~ .:"".3 I~~'te=:1,'],1
teeth not slopi:lg ca0k:Ta::...•d8 2f.l clea:cly mnal:.EI' '~),~I:'..,. the e:cternals.
29
28 * Lower pha7.-yngeaJ teet}]. fine E:l:d de:'1.sely packed j.!1 B.. Eub--trianeular
area (371, 372, 373) 9 riaxi:nlIITl J.ength 12 em. ~!s.t::"8/1e~pa~~im
(adul t)
* Lower pharyngeal teet.'} fine cr:.d dO~.sely pe,oIed :i..•... a rou.nc.o(:--s:",b-
heart.-sh9--ped arc,J. (3';'4); ma.Ji::l.I1W'1 lO!':~-:,21 c.> em, .~~:~~:.~!.a::Z2~partim
(adul t)
29 * Lower pharyngeal teeth stronGly enle.rged, s,-,'J"~"o'_e-rifol'::1Ll the
posterior mid-reg~on; 10 to 12 branchioopines (avere-ge 11) on the
lower segment of thQ fi:rsJ~ Cil1-a,:"oh; Jody less elo~}.r,?,tG, loss
than 4 times lo:~g8r than Leep, 2 Ie-l:erai lines; rr.?,:;::inJ'J~l1 length
reaching 16 cmo (375, 376, 377) Cc,llochrOlris
*Lower pharynE9[,,~ t8ei.-~10.11 [llender~eveilposte-I'~~.o::.:"ywhere they are
all at mos', clightly enlarged, 19.
30 * 12 to 14 (average 12) b:::,anchiospi:18S on the lOH8r segffi8!lt of Jehe
first gill-arch; mouth ter:lil".21, the jacm near:CY eqn:\l; often a
dark roundod spot on t2e spiry dorsal ;in (378,379, 280); ~axin~m
length 10 em. E~toc,,'.S.
* 17 to 20 branehiospines OD the lower seg~ent of the first Gill-arch;
mouth sub~Lnferior, the 101,:er jal'T a Ii .~~-'.::leSho::.'t3r '~ha~.1the upper;
no rouhded bleck spot on the spj.ny dorsal fin (361, 362, 363, 364);
maxi,mumleng'ch 15 CIl! • .9.Ptha!:p-'och~},s parto,m
31 * 27 to 31 scaleG in a 10'lgi -cudinal series, a sing',e short lateral
line (the upper); dOT-salwith 8 to 12 spi:r..e~:qt-eet'J. conical an:~.
small, forming a "t:a~c..on t~"'.ejaws; r.!axim'L~m ler.gth 4 ..5 to 15 eIDo
(383, 384, 385, 386, 387); 'I:cematoco'ra* 33 to 36 scalee in a longi f:':din.al-'series; t';'TO latsro.J.]ines;
dorsal with 11 J,:o13 spines, teeJjh small aY'.dconioaJ.) t:le external
series includ.ing SOrJ8 slightly larger teet~:q rr.ayimv_T"fi length 12.0 em.
(388) • :&u~:2.c..If!:!!Y~
32 * Teeth in one series, "i th a crown not, or ",c2kly "c' '~ged at the
tip, rounded or subtruncated or pointed. ~3
* Teeth in 2 or 3 series, spatulate, possessing a thin root and an
enlarged truncated crown at the tip (389, 390); maximumlength
7.5 em. Eret-nodus
33 * Anterior teeth "at longer; snout straight 1",'.th a ter;1inal mouth
(391, 392); maximumlength 9 em. SpathoduG
* Anter'or teeth longer; snout sloping with~ sub-inferior mouth
(393, 394); man.IT;lL'llength 6.5 em. Tan~an~:90c.').::
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34 * External soft ray of the ventrals less than 2 times longer, or
even equal to, or shorter tha", the internal rays. 12-
* External soft ray of the ventrals clearlY longer, about 2 times
longer than the internal rijYs. 36
35 * 44 to 59 scales in a longitudinal series, 6.5 to 8.5 in transverse
series above, 12.5 to 14.5 in transverse series below; 11 to 12
branohiospines on the lower segment of the first gill-arch;
external mandibular teeth not sloping forward; maximum length
26.0 cm. (381). Grammatotria
* 34 to 43 scales in a longitudinal series, 3.5 to 5.5 in a transverse
series above, 8.5 to 10.5 in a transverse series below; 9 to 18
branchiospines on the lower segment of the first gill-arch, external
mandibular teeth sloping forwards without exception; maximum
length 17.5 cm. Xenotilapia partim
36 * Teet!).,in several series, mul tic':,Jpid,or un;:cuspid. 37
* Teeth in one series, variable in form. 41
37 * Lower pharyngeal teeth varied but arranged in a sub-triangular
pattern; snout equal or longer than the eye diameter; ventrals
generally filamentous and not reaching the anal. 38
* Lcwer pharyngeal teeth slender and denselY packed in a nearlY
circular ccncave pattern; snout equal to or shorter than the eye
diameter which is large; ventrals becoming filamentcus in the adult,
exceeding t~e anal origin; teeth small and tricuspid (juveniles)
or unicuspid (adults) in 3 to 5 series, the external teeth of the
lower jaw sloping outwards (395, 396); maximum length 22 cm,
Cya thcphar-'~ par tim
33 * Lower pharyngeal teeth all small; body more regularlY elongate,
2.75 to 4.66 times as long as deep. 39
* Lower pharyngeal teeth including posterforilY some large flattened
teeth; dorsal profile broadly convex (sometimes nearly semi-
circular) ventral profile much straighter, body 2.3 to 3
(juveniles) times long as deep; teeth small and conical arranged
in 4 to 5 series (397, 398); maximum length 33 em. ~lcchromis
3) * Lower jaw projecting; anal with 12 to 18 soft rays; pharyngeal
very elongate. 40
* Lower jaw not projecting; anal with 8 to 11 soft rays; teeth small
in 3 to 5 series, the externals bicuspid and the internals
tricuspid in juveniles, all conical in adults (399, 400); maximum
length 65 em. Boulengerochromis
40 * Mcuth moderate, teeth small and conical arranged in 2 to 3 series,
90 to 110 i~ number in the external series of the upper jaw; body
2.7 to 3.3 tim ',3 as long as deep; 60-72 scales in a longitudinal
series (401); maximum length 28 em. Hemibates
* Mouth large, teeth strong and conical arranged in 2 to 4 variable
series, 27 to 52 in number in the external series of the upper jaw;
body 3.5 to 5.5 times as long as deep; 60 to 95 scales in a
longitudinal series (402, 403, 404, 405, 406); maximum length 42 em.
Bath,ybates
41 * Te~th specialised, never in the form of simple cones, mouth
hcrizontal or slightly cblique. 42
* Teeth small and conical, not or only feebly incurved; mouth nearlY
vertical, lower jaw very p~ominent, eye very large (407); maximum
length 26 cm. Haplotaxodon'
42 * Teeth flattened and sloping backwards. 43
* Teeth of un~1ual sizes, with thickened bases, transversely
compressed towards the tip and possessing a small sharp point on the
posterior side of their truncate extremity (408, 409); maximum
length 11 em. Perisscdus
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43 * .Teeth small, equal, continuous, ccmpressed, lamellate, slightly
concave on the anterior face, obtusely pointed and sloping
backwards; 47 to 57 branchiospines on the lower segment of the
first gill-arch (411, 412, 413); ~aximum length 29 cm. Xenochromis
* Teeth large, unequal, separate, compressed, lamellate, a little
concave on the anterior face, truncate at the extremi~ and
strongly sloping baokwards; 18 to 26 branchiospines on the lcwer
segment of the first gill-arch (414, 415, 416); maximum length
32 cm, Pleccdus
44 * Only conical teeth in the external series. ~
••External teeth bicuspid anteriorly and conical: ...:.c::-c."y , all
teeth tricuspid posterior:", anal with 4-6 spines (417,418);
maximum length 13 em. Tropheus
45 * Teeth all conical, differentiated into canines anteriorly in the
external series. 46
* Teeth of the internal series at least partly tricuspid, the
anterior externaf teeth larger, differentiated into oanines or
not; 18 to 22 dorsal spines (419, 420); maximum length 12 cm.
Te1matochromis
46 * Sub-orbita1s ligamentous; 21 to 24 dorsal spines and 6 to 7 soft
rays (421); maximum length 12 cm. J~lidochromis
* Sub-orbita1s bony; 14 to 21 dorsal spines and 6 to 12 soft rays
(422); maximum lenGth 31 em. Lampro101r::.._,-
